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SUMMARY
The objective of this thesis is to combine techniques in machine learning, signal process-
ing, and system control for hardware performance optimization. By leveraging collected data
to construct a better model for both the hardware and the operating environment, machine
learning enables the hardware to operate more power-efficiently, to obtain improved results,
and to maintain robust performance against environmental changes. The proposed work
targets three aims: (i) design data-driven signal processing algorithms which require fewer
measurements taken from the sensor front-end; (ii) develop algorithm-hardware co-design
techniques for hardware that performs specific machine learning tasks; (iii) design adaptive
hardware control algorithms.
For the first aim, we propose an algorithm for image reconstruction from the compressed
measurements with image priors captured by a generative model. We search in the generative
model’s latent variable space to make the method stable when the number of compressed
measurements is extremely limited. We show that, by exploiting certain structures of
the latent variables, the proposed method produces improved reconstruction accuracy and
preserves realistic and non-smooth features in the image. Our algorithm achieves high
computation speed by projecting between the original signal space and the latent variable
space in an alternating fashion.
For the second aim, we propose a novel appearance-based gesture recognition algorithm
using compressed domain signal processing techniques. Gesture features are extracted
directly from the compressed measurements, which are the block averages and the coded
linear combinations of the image sensors pixel values. We also improve both the compu-
tational efficiency and the memory requirement of the previous gesture classifiers. Both
simulation testing and hardware implementation strongly support the proposed algorithm.
For the third aim, we propose several Doherty power amplifier (PA) control algorithms
based on reinforcement learning and the bandit framework. Our algorithms achieve robust
xi
adaptive operation over environmental changes. Multiple bandit frameworks are incor-
porated in the control algorithms including multi-armed bandit, continuum-armed bandit,
contextual-bandit, and actor-critic with experience replay. The latter three algorithms lever-





Machine learning has enabled us to extract and exploit information from collected data. In
this thesis, we are particularly interested in how we can apply this powerful tool to enhance
the performance of various hardware. We aim to explore the application of machine learning
from three different angles. In the first angle, machine learning is used to improve the
processing step after the signals being acquired by the sensor front-ends. One important
criterion when designing sensor front-ends is their energy efficiency. Modern systems such
as sensor networks and internet of things (IoT) deploys a large number of sensors that
continuously collecting data. Reducing the number of measurements while maintaining
satisfactory result after the signal processing step can lead to significant energy saving. In
other applications such as medical imaging and seismic imaging, the data acquisition step
is laborious. Designing signal processing algorithms that require fewer measurements can
largely reduce the data acquisition cost.
Recent developments in compressive sensing [1, 2, 3] have improved the performance
and energy efficiency of the overall process of data acquisition. The linear compression
in this framework may naturally come from the sensing scheme itself, as in the case of
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or come from an
imposed random projection step. The processing step retrieves the original signal from the
compressed measurements. Therefore, in the first aim of this thesis, we combine machine
learning and compressive sensing to design data-driven compressive sensing recovery
algorithms. We will show that by capturing the structure of the signal directly from the
dataset, data-driven compressive sensing recovery algorithms reduce the number of required
measurement and improve the recovery quality. Furthermore, the recovery process can be
accelerated under the help of machine learning.
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In our first aim, the signal processing step and the data acquisition step are separated. The
acquisition scheme is implemented in the circuit level while the signal processing algorithm
is implemented in the software level. In the second aim of this thesis, the hardware itself is
designed to perform certain machine learning tasks. The algorithm, therefore, is integrated
as part of the hardware and is realized in the mixed-signal domain. Specifically, we propose
a system that uses motion gestures as stimuli to “wake up” [4, 5, 6]. To achieve power
efficiency, the system turns into the idle mode when not being used and wakes up when
users are detected. This system can be regarded as a gesture equivalent to Amazon’s popular
Echo devices, which wake up after “hearing” the key word “Alexa”.
The detection of an user’s present requires the sensor front-ends to be perpetually on,
thus making low power consumption an important design criteria. Traditional appearance-
based gesture recognition algorithms consume a significant amount of energy in analog
to digital conversion of each pixel of the image sensor. Our proposed gesture recognition
algorithm again combines compressive sensing and machine learning. Our sensor front-end
takes coded combinations of the pixel vales and the algorithm characterizes the gesture
motion directly from a few compressed measurements. Combining compressive sensing
and machine learning into a hardware-algorithm co-design sheds new lights on developing
sensor networks and internet of things for particular learnable tasks [7, 8].
The integration of the machine learning algorithm and hardware is more prominent in
our third aim, where we design an adaptive hardware control algorithm using the bandit
framework from reinforcement learning (RL). The hardware we focus here is a power
amplifier (PA) used in 5G telecommunication. The control unit observes the PA’s inputs and
outputs, and uses them to characterize the PA’s behavior under various control settings. As
the PA’s operating environment changes over time, the control unit needs to continuously
learn the new optimal control policy. The close relationship between machine learning
algorithms and the hardware design will be well demonstrated in this project. On one hand,
the control algorithm adjusts the control policy timely and allows the PA to maintain robust
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performance against environmental changes. On the other hand, the control algorithm must
rely on the prior knowledge about how the hardware behaves under different settings to
achieve the best learning efficiency.
The rest of this chapter provides technical background for the projects presented in this
thesis. The discussion in this chapter is limited to a high level overview. Detailed discussions
and the start-of-the-art methods related to each project are included in the corresponding
chapters. A highlight of our contributions is also provided in this chapter. Chapter 2, 3,4
describe the projects corresponding to our three aims respectively. As a wide range of
projects is presented in this thesis, it is almost inevitable to overuse certain math symbols
cross different chapters. However, the use of math symbols within in each chapter and
within each project should be clear and consistent. Chapter 5 concludes the whole thesis
with discussions about some related open problems at the time of writing this thesis.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Linear inverse problem and compressive sensing
Linear inverse problem assumes the signal of interest x ∈ RN and its measurements y ∈ RM
satisfy the relationship:
y = Φx+ w , (1.1)
where Φ ∈ RM×N is the measurement matrix and w ∈ RM is the noise. w is assumed to be
zero-mean and independent ofx. Many modern imaging systems and computational imaging
problems can be described by this formulation. For example, in CT, the measurement
matrix Φ implements the Radon transform which integrates the image along lines of
different directions. In super-resolution problems, Φ is the down-sampling matrix. In image
deblurring problems, Φ performs convolution on the original image with a blurring kernel.
Our specific interest is to the filed of compressive sensing, where we seek to reconstruct
a high-dimensional signal after observing a small number of its random linear encodings.
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The compression is achieved as we require the number of measurements to be much smaller
than the number of elements contained in the original signal: M  N . The measurment
matrix contains randomeness. Common methods to construct Φ include choosing each entry
from an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian [9], a fair Bernoulli, or an
independent Sub-Gaussian distribution [10].
Both the compressive property and the randomness contained in the measurement
matrix are import for compressive sensing to be implemented in the hardware design. The
compressive property allows the sensing hardware to obtain much fewer measurements and,
therefore, save energy from data acquisition. One may argue that the linear operation used to
achieve this compression could be computationally expensive and cancel out all the energy
savings from the sensor front-end. However, in many of the imaging system such as CT
and MRI, the linear compression is already part of the natural scheme. And in the case of
requiring manual linear compression, it has been show that much of the energy consumption
in the imaging system comes from the analog to digital conversion (A/D) [4, 5]. The linear
compression operation can be implemented efficiently in the analog or mixed-signal domain.
Significant energy saving is achieved from fewer A/D operations at the output end of the
sensor.
The randomness in Φ allows computational and memory efficient implementations of
the compression scheme. For instance, we can construct a Φ by sampling each entry from an
i.i.d Bernoulli distribution with value -1 and 1. Φ can be stored as a binary matrix, and only
simple additions and subtractions are needed to calculate the compressed measurements.
We will later see that the randomness in Φ also plays an important role in preserving useful
information from the original signal. In addition, it provides us a delicate way to derive
theoretical recovery guarantees of compressive sensing.
In the case of useful compression, for two distinct signals x1 and x2 in the original
space, their corresponding representations y1 and y2 in the compressed domain also need to
be separate. As Φ is an under-determined matrix with a null space, information can not be
4
preserved for all vectors in RN . Fortunately, real-life signals often have prominent structures
and only lie in some subspace of RN . Traditional compressive sensing focuses on sparse
signals. When a signal x has (or approximately has) a k-sparse representation in some basis,
the compression matrix Φ can be constructed to preserve the distances between two signals
in the compressed domain, a property formally known as the restricted isometry property
(RIP) [2]. Similar results were also established for signals on a smooth manifold [11].
Given the compressed measurements y, there are two types of tasks can be performed.
The first type is to recover the original signal x. In the case of M < N , the null space of
Φ makes the recovery problem ill-posed: the true x plus any vector in the null space of
Φ results in the same compressed measurements. Therefore, in order to pick the signal of
interest from all others that are corrupted by null space vectors, we need to rely on some prior
knowledge about the true signal. As mentioned before, sparsity and smooth manifold are
among some of the common prior knowledge assumed for recovery. For some applications,
recovering the whole signal is not necessary. For example, if we want to classify dog versus
cat images, it may be unnecessary to recover all the details in the pictures before running the
classification algorithm. It is likely that cats and dogs have different representations directly
in the compressed domain. In the gesture recognition application to be discussed in Chapter
3, we try to estimate the location of the hand from each compressed video frame. Recovering
the details about a hand is not important as long as its location in each video frame can be
accurately estimated. All of these are examples of the second type of task which to extract
features or estimate parameters directly from the compressed measurements.
1.1.2 Compressive sensing recovery
In order to retrieve the original signal from the compressed measurements, some type of
prior knowledge about the original signal needs to be assumed in order to remedy the
ill-posed inverse problem. When the original signals are well-studied, the prior knowledge
comes from years of experience. For example, the sparsity model is often used to recover
5
compressively sensed natural images. Now with the power of machine learning, we can
extract prior knowledge directly from collected datasets.
When we have explicit formulation of the subspace where the original signal is believed





The function Fy(x) controls how well a candidate signal x matches the measurement
y in the compressed domain. With the compressive sensing formulation in (1.1), the
measurement y of an original signal x is a random variable following the w’s distribution
with a shifted mean. This statistical view leads to design Fy(x) to measure P (y|x), the
probability of observing y under some original signal x. This method is known as the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). When w follows a Gaussian distribution, the MLE’s
objective function corresponds to measuring the Euclidean distance in the compressed
domain: Fy(x) = ||y −Φx||22.
The set S explicitly describe the subspace where the original signal lives in. For example,
S can be a set of all K-sparse signals, a union of linear subspace, or a manifold. To solve
(1.2) is to search candidate signals only in S and to find the one that minimizes the objective
function. As our search is now confined in an embedded in RN , the originally ill-posed
linear inverse problem is much likely to return satisfactory solutions as long as the nullspace
of Φ does not collapse this embedding. In general, (1.2) is a constrained optimization
problem. However, if S can be written in the form of S = {G(z) | z ∈ RL}, then (1.2) can
be reduced to an unconstrained optimization problem. For example, if x is assumed to come
from an L-dimensional linear subspace S = {Bz | z ∈ RL} or a non-linear generative
model whose input space is RL, then we may be able to directly solve min
z
Fy(G(z)).
In some cases, we do not have an explicit formulation of the original signals’ subspace.
Instead, we have a function J(x) that measures how likely a candidate x comes from the
6
subspace of our interest. We can formulate the compressive sensing recovery problem as:
min
x
Fy(x) + J(x) . (1.3)
J(x) is chosen to promote certain properties the original signal should satisfy. For example,
if x is sparse, J(x) can be ||x||0 or the convex relaxation form ||x||1. As (1.2) can be
associate with the MLE, (1.3) can be associated with maximum a posteriori estimation
(MAP). We can use the Bayes’ theorem to write the probability of x after observing y:
P (x|y) = P (y|x)P (x)
P (y)
. (1.4)
To search for x that maximizes P (x|y) is to search x that maximizes the product of P (y|x)




− log(P (y|x))− log(P (x)) . (1.5)
One can compare this formulation with (1.3). We have shown that Fy(x) can be designed to
reflect − log(P (y|x)). Specifically, when the additive observation noise is assume to follow
a Gaussian distribution, we use Fy(x) = ||y −Φx||22. The signal property term J(x) can
be viewed to measure − log(P (x)). For example, J(x) = ||x1|| is equivalent to assuming
that x follows a Laplace distribution.
A large number of compressive sensing recovery algorithms under various prior assump-
tions has been proposed in the past decade. Detailed discussion about these algorithms
are provided in Chapter 2. Our proposed framework in Chapter 2 follows the general
formulation (1.2). The signal is assumed to come from a generative neural network G(z).
More background information about the generative model is provided in the next section.
The recovery is carried out by running an iterative optimization method named alternating
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direction method of multiplier (ADMM). Within each iteration of ADMM, we use another
neural network to perform the the operation. Our new framework leads to faster recovery
process with improved recovery quality, which allows wider implementation of compressive
sensing in various hardware.
1.1.3 Generative neural networks
We have seen the importance of the prior knowledge in compressive sensing recovery. With
the power of machine learning, we can extract prior knowledge directly from collected
datasets. The prior knowledge can take the form of a distribution. In this way, we learn
to approximate the distribution P (x) and use it with (1.3). For example, we can learn a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to describe the distribution of x and use its negative log
probability as J(x). The learned prior knowledge can also describe the original signal’s
space explicitly. In this way, a mapping G(·) : RL → RN is learned to map a low
dimensional subspace to the high dimensional original signal space. x is assumed to satisfy
x ∈ {G(z) | z ∈ RL}. This form of prior knowledge can be naturally incorporated into
(1.2).
As the original signals often contain complicated structure, the mapping G(·) is required
to have large modeling capacity. The recent developments in neural networks allow us to
design powerful models that satisfy this requirement. We can start with a Gaussian random
variable z ∈ RL with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. We aim to learn a mapping
G(·; θ) in the form of a neural network parameterized by θ, whose outputs G(z; θ) closely
resemble the ones in the dataset of x. What comes next is to design objective functions that
both encourage the matching and can provide gradient updates for the neural network.
Variational autoencoder (VAE) [12] aims to maximize the probability of observing the











P (xi|G(z; θ))P (z)dz) . (1.6)
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However, evaluating the above objective function requires to integrate over all possible
z, making the problem intractable. One can realize that for a given xi and a randomly
sampled z, P (xi|G(z; θ)) is likely to be extremely small. Hence, a large portion of the
integral in (1.6) is over small values. The solution offered by VAE is to assume a Gaussian
distribution on P (z|x) and use another neural network to approximate the mean and the
covariance matrix of this Gaussian distribution. We can sample from this proposed Gaussian
distribution and approximate the integral with a finite number of samples. The discrepancies
caused by this finite sample approximation and the P (z|x) approximation are properly
handled in VAE.
Another type of generative neural networks is generative adversarial net (GAN) [13,
14]. GAN aims to match between the distribution of the generative network’s (generator’s)
output and the distribution of the true signal’s. A neural network named discriminator is
constructed to judge how well the two distribution match each other. The training process is
set up as the game between the generator and the discriminator. The discriminator tries to
distinguish between the samples drawn from the true dataset and the samples generated by
the generator. The generator, on the other hand, tries to fool the discriminator by generating
samples as similar to the true data as possible. By constructing a discriminator D(x; θD) to






Ex[log(D(x; θD))] + Ez[log(1−D(G(z; θG); θD))] . (1.7)
The generative neural networks we discussed so far are lack of both explainability and
controllability. The latent variables, being random variables themselves, do not have clear
semantic meanings with respect to the generated signals. Although [14] shows that the
combinations of the latent variables of different type of images can be used to generate
synthesized images, the correspondence between the type of image and the latent variable
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is still unclear. For example, for a GAN trained on facial images, we can construct a new
latent variables by adding the latent variables corresponding to men with glasses to the
latent variables corresponding to women without classes, then minus the latent variables
corresponding to men without glasses. These constructed latent variables can produce
images of women with glasses. However, we have no explicit description on what type of
latent variable corresponds to facial images with glasses. In fact, one type of image is often
associate with some interaction among each element in the latent variable, an interaction
that is too complicated to be untangled. The inability to associate between latent variables
to their generated signal also prevents us from sampling the signal space in a controllable
manner. Using the previous example, it is not clear how we navigate through the latent
variable space to sample only facial images with glasses.
A new type of nerual network named InfoGAN [15] was proposed to solve the issues of
explainability and controllability. InfoGAN first divide the latent variables into two parts:
the semantic codeword c and the “random-noise-like” variable v. A third neural network
is constructed to infer back the codewords used by the generator to create corresponding
images. The generator, therefore, not only tries to fool the discriminator, but also tries to
produce images in a predicable way using the codewords. Figure 1.1 shows the MNIST
digits generated by the InfoGAN using different codeword c while fixing the randomness
variable v. The codeword contains one categorical variable in the form of one-hot vector
and two continuous variables. Each row in the figure corresponds to one category, which
successfully learned to control the digit class. Images from left to right correspond to
changing the two continuous variables from -1s to 1s. It is clear that these two continuous
variables learned to control the tilted angle and thickness of the stroke. As a comparison,
we also generated digits using fixed codeword c and randomly sampled v. The results
are shown in Figure 1.2. Each row corresponds to one categorical codeword while v is
randomly sampled from left to right. v adds details and variations to the generated images,
but its contribution is limited. Notice that the training of the InfoGANs is unsupervised. The
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correspondence between the codeword and the semantic meaning in the generated signals
is discovered by model itself. In the cases where labels on the signals are available, other
models such as [16] have been proposed to enforce the association between the labels and
the latent variables.
Figure 1.1: MNIST digits generated by an InfoGAN. Each row corresponds to one categori-
cal codeword while two continuous variables change from -1s to 1s from left to right.
Figure 1.2: MNIST digits generated by an InfoGAN. Each row corresponds to one categori-
cal codeword while randomness variable v is randomly sampled from left to right.
Separating the latent variable into codeword and randomness variable imposes structure
in the generative model’s latent variable space. The codeword which controls the basic
information often lies in a much smaller subspace. As we will see in Chapter 2, this
structured latent variable space allows us to reduce the number of compressed measurements
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if only the basic form of the signal needs to be recovered. As the energy consumption of the
sensor front-end is usually directly associated with the number of measurements, generative
models with structured latent variable space improves the energy efficiency of the sensor
front-end.
1.1.4 Compressed domain parameter estimation
Some machine learning tasks can be performed directly on the compressed measurements
y without explicitly recovering the original signal x. One of the areas that has shown
early success is feature extraction and parameter estimation. Assume that the original
signal x comes from a lower dimensional embedding in RN which can be described by a
parameterized function f(θ), θ ∈ RK :
x = f(θ) + ω , (1.8)
where ω is an independent additive noise. If ω is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution,
the MLE of the parameter θ given observation x is formulated as:
θ∗ = arg min
θ
||x− f(θ)||22 . (1.9)
When we only observed the compressed measurements y which satisfies
y = Φ(f(θ) + ω) + w , (1.10)






||y −Φf(θ)||22 . (1.11)
When the embedding f(·) has a nice compressible structure and the number of com-
pressed measurements is sufficient, the solutions in (1.9) and (1.11) have a high probability
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of being very close to each other. This result is a direct extension of the embedding’s RIP
which preserves the pairwise distance among points in the embedding. The RIP proof of
smooth manifolds is presented in [17, 11]. The RIP proof of Lipschitz continuous mappings
f(·) is provided in [18] and in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
In some applications, we do not have the explicit form of f(·), but rather discrete samples
of this function. Solving (1.9) and (1.11) is equivalent to the nearest neighbor methods in
the machine learning literature. In some applications, f(θ) forms a set of signals that are
shifted versions of one another. In these cases, solving (1.9) is known as matched filtering
and can be implemented efficiently with convolution. The compressed domain equivalence
(1.11) is named “smashed filtering” in [17]. However, at the time of writing this thesis, its
efficient implementation is still an open question. Performing machine learning tasks using
data that are randomly projected into the compressed domain is the foundation of many
randomized algorithms, whose wide applications are discussed in details in [19, 20].
In the motion gesture recognition project to be discussed in Chapter 3, each video frame
is compressively measured. The first task to characterize the motion is to estimate the hand
location within each video frame. The performance guarantee of estimating parameters
directly in the compressed domain saves us the computation and energy otherwise needed
for signal recovering. We observe that the compression rate to achieve reliable parameter
estimation can often be much larger than to achieve good recovery, which encourages the
use of compressive sensing in task-specific hardware.
1.1.5 Bandit problems
Multi-armed bandits: We now introduce a new area of machine learning that concerns
decision making. Consider a bandit machine with Na arms. These Na arms form a set A,
and at each time t, the player chooses to pull one of the arms at ∈ A. The chosen arm
returns a stochastic reward rt is drawn from an unknown distribution R(at). The reward
drawing process only depends on the currently selected arm and is independent of time. The
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reward distribution is also assumed to be stationary and does not change with time. The
player seeks to maximize his total expected reward summarized over a finite number of
time steps. When one arm is pulled, the player gains some knowledge about the rewards
distribution associated with that arm. In order to maximize the total expected reward, the
player should keep track the expected reward of each arm based on all the reward samples






where 1a(at) is the indicator function that equals to 1 when at = a and 0 otherwise. This
formula requires storing all the received rewards and arm choices in the memory. The
estimation of the expected reward can be updated incrementally with memory efficient
implementation:
R̂t(at) =












τ=1 1at(aτ ) is the total number of times that arm at has been pulled till t.
The equation above provides us a new way to interpret the update of the expected reward
estimation. When the player receives a new reward rt from pulling the arm at, the previous
estimation of the expected reward is updated by a portion of the difference between the
newly received reward and the previous estimation. How much of this difference is added to
the previous estimation is inversely proportional to the number of samples on this arm. As
the number of samples increases, the contribution of each sample to the estimated expected
reward decreases. The estimation converges to the true expected reward asymptotically.
If the player has unlimited number of steps, then he can choose to sample each arm many
times to estimate the expected reward of each arm. Once the player is highly confident about
the estimation, he can focus on playing the arm that has the highest estimated expected
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reward. However, when the number of steps are limited, the player constantly faces two
choices: to play the arm which has the highest estimated expected reward so far or to
sampling another arm. The former choice is known as exploitation. Here the player chooses
the best action according to his current knowledge about the bandit machine. The latter
choice is known as exploration. Here the player spends the limit budget in gathering
more information about other actions. The balance between exploration and exploitation is
intuitive. At the beginning of the game, the player should explore many actions to avoid
narrow and myopic believes on a small subset of actions. As the game advances, the growing
number of samples increases the player’s confidence about the estimation of each arm’s
expected reward. He, therefore, should shift his focus to exploitation and only pulls the arms
from which he is confident about receiving high rewards.
The foundation of solving bandit problems is balancing between exploitation and ex-
ploration. One of the simplest methods is the ε-greedy algorithm [21]. At each step, with
probability 1−ε, the player pulls the best arm based on his current estimation of the expected
rewards of each arm. With probability ε, the player randomly choose one of the other arms
to pull. During this exploration stage, each candidate arm (every arm except the best arm
according to the player’s current estimation) has an equal probability of being chosen. As ε
is fixed, a large ε allows the player to find the best arm quickly. However, a large amount of
exploration after gaining good knowledge of all the arms results in sub-optimal cumulative
rewards. On the contrary, a small ε encourages the player to stick with the true optimal arm
in the later part of a trial. However, it can take many steps before the player finds this true
optimal arm and results in sub-optimal performance at the beginning of a trial.
As our intuition suggests, the probability of choosing one arm depends on two criteria:
how this arm’s estimated expected reward compares to other arms, and how confident we
are about this estimation. Both the estimation and our confidence change when more reward
samples are collected along the trial, which suggests an adaptive exploration rate. One
algorithm to achieve this adaptive balancing scheme is the upper-confidence-bound (UCB)
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algorithm [22]. In this algorithm, each arm has an associated UCB which is determined by
both the estimated expected reward and by the number of times this arm has been pulled.
The relative UCB increases when the estimated expected reward increases. The relative
UCB decreases when its associated arm has been pulled more often compared to other arms.
One specific UCB formulation is shown in Equation (1.14):





The parameter c controls how much the uncertainty term contributes to the UCB.
At each step, the arm with the highest UCB is chosen. In this way, the balance between
exploitation and exploration is handled implicitly. Exploitation happens when an arm
with high current estimated reward is chosen because of its UCB being the highest among
other arms’. Later in time, this UCB may be surpassed by other arms’ as these arms have
been pull less often, which leads to exploration. UCB-based algorithm outperforms ε-
greedy algorithms in stationary settings. However, maintaining the UCB estimation requires
additional memory and computational recourse.
Continuum-armed bandits: The multi-armed bandit problem we discussed above as-
sumes the reward of each arm to be statistically independent of each other. The expected
reward of each arm is, therefore, estimated separately. As a result, the computational and
memory cost grows linearly with the number of arms. Fortunately, in many practical settings,
the rewards of the arms are often correlated, which allows us to design efficient algorithms
when a large number of arms is presented or even when the arms are continuously valued.
Particular to our interest is the work of linearly parameterized bandits [23]. In this model,
each arm is represented by a vector a ∈ Ru and the reward received from pulling an arm a
at time t is assumed to satisfy:
rt(a) = 〈a,θ〉+ wt , (1.15)
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where θ is an unknown parameter in Ru and wt is a zero-mean random variable independent
of both t and a. Under this assumption, estimating the expected reward of each arm is
equivalent to estimating the parameter θ, which can be formulated as a linear regression
problem. The estimated parameter θ̂t at time t is given by:




(rτ − 〈aτ ,θ〉)2 . (1.16)
The balance between exploitation and exploration can be handled by either the ε-greedy
algorithm or an UCB-based algorithm. In [23], the uncertainly of the parameter estimation
is captured by an “uncertainty ellipsoid”. Both the estimated expected reward and the
uncertainty ellipsoid contribute to the arm selection at each step.
Contextual bandits: So far in our discussion of the bandit problems, the player selects
the arm only based on the historical returns of the arms. We can modify our settings to
provide the player some additional information at each step. Now assume that before
selecting an arm, the player observes a state variable s, which, when combined with the
action variable a, emits an observable feature vector x(s, a) ∈ Ru. The state variable is
further assumed to be independent of the historical action choices. At each time t, the reward
rt depends on the feature vector x(st, at). In [24], this relationship is assumed to be linear:
rt(x) = 〈x,θ〉+ wt , (1.17)
where θ ∈ Ru is an unknown parameter and wt is a zero-mean random variable indepen-
dent of both t and x. Notice the similarity between the formulation in (1.15) and (1.17).
Estimating the expected reward of each arm under each state is equivalent to estimating
the parameter θ which can be formulated as a linear regression problem. The estimated
parameter θ̂t at time t is given by:




(rτ − 〈xτ ,θ〉)2 . (1.18)
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The balance between exploitation and exploration can be handled by either the ε-greedy
algorithm or an UCB-based algorithm presented in [24]. Although the formulations in
(1.15) and (1.17) are very similar, the UCB-based algorithms for each case are significantly
different. In linearly parameterized bandits, the reward only depends on the action vector.
The exploration can effectively sample the whole reward space without restrictions on the
action choices. However, in contextual bandit problems, the feature vector partially depends
on the uncontrollable state variable. This state variable hinders the effectiveness of exploring
the whole reward space, and the UCB-based algorithm must consider the distribution of the
state variable and its effect on the feature vector.
Non-stationary environments: Our discussion has been focusing on the bandit problems
in stationary environments. We assume the distribution of each arm’s reward does not change
with time. However, time-variant environments are common in real-life applications. In
order to adapt the arm selection policy to the environmental changes, both the way how
expected rewards are estimated and the balance between exploration and exploitation must
be modified. In the multi-armed bandit setting, equation (1.13) is rewritten as:





with 0 < αt ≤ 1. This update scheme is known as stochastic approximation [25]. In a
stationary setting, the estimation asymptotically converges to the true expectation when the






α2t <∞ . (1.20)
The update step (1.13) can be viewed as a special case of (1.19) with αt = 1Nt(at) which
satisfies the convergence conditions (1.20).
In a time-variant environment, we can fix αt to one value: αt = α0. Given k reward
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samples of arm a, the estimated expected reward can be written as:




The earlier an reward is received, the more it is discounted for the estimation. When α0 is
close to 1, the estimation can quickly adapt to the new environment but suffers from a larger
variance. When α0 is close to 0, the estimation has smaller variance but reacts slowly to the
environmental changes.
The estimation update step in continuum-armed bandits (1.16) and contextual bandits
(1.18) are formulated as least square problems. To modify it for a time-variant environment,
we run the regression only on recently collected samples rather than all the samples collected
since t = 1. The least square problem can be solved efficiently using adaptive filtering
techniques such as recursive least square (RLS) and least mean squares (LMS) [26, 27].
In a stationary setting, balancing exploitation and exploration is often based on the
assumption that as the number of samples increases, the player becomes more confident
about his estimations of the expected rewards. In general, as the trial progresses, the player
should gradually reduce the time he spends in exploring, and instead focuses on selecting
the arms he believes to return large rewards. However, this assumption is not supported
when the reward distribution changes over time. An arm previously believed to return large
rewards can become inferior to the others later in the trial. Our confidence on one arm’s
expected reward estimation depends not only on how many samples we have collected for
that arm, but also on how recent these samples are collected. Balancing exploitation and
exploration, especially without any knowledge about how the external environment changes
over time, becomes very challenging and is often handled by ad hoc techniques [28, 29, 30].
In Chapter 4 we will design an adaptive hardware control algorithm using the bandit
frameworks discussed above. The hardware settings correspond to different arms in the
bandit framework. When a setting is selected, we measure the hardware’s performance
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and assign rewards based on some objective function. Optimal performance is achieved
when the algorithm learns to choose the setting that returns the highest expected reward.
As the environment in which the hardware operates changes overtime, the problem is
non-stationary by nature. Two requirements are utterly important for designing adaptive
hardware control algorithms. First, the computational and memory complexity must satisfy
the constraints posed by the hardware, for that hardware often has limited computational
power and memory space. Furthermore, a hardware often needs to perform curtain tasks
within a given time frame. The control algorithm needs to finish all the computation within
this time constraint. Therefore, simple method such as ε-greedy method can be a good
choice for balancing exploration and exploitation. The second requirement for an adaptive
control algorithm is to successfully adjust to the environmental changes timely. Learning
the new optimal arm needs to be efficient. Fortunately, the hardware’s performance under
different settings are usually correlated. We may also have access to some sensors’ data
that provides additional information about the hardware or the environment. How these
correlated settings and observable information are incorporated into the continuum-armed
bandit and the contextual-bandit frameworks to improve the learning efficiency is discussed
in Chapter 4.
1.2 Contributions
In Chapter 2, our work is the first to extend the ADMM-based compressive sensing recovery
methods to incorporate GANs. Such an extension allows us to exploit the strong priors
captured by GANs and significantly increases the recoverable compression ratio. We
demonstrate that constructing generative models with structured latent variable plays an
important role in fast and stable recovery. Our proposed algorithm achieves comparable
performance with a notable speed-up compared to the gradient-based methods. We also
provide theoretical guarantees for our algorithm’s recovery quality.
In Chapter 3, our work is the first gesture recognition algorithm that directly works
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with compressively sensed video data. We also contribute to the time series classification
method, allowing clustering and dimension reduction techniques to be applied to time series
of different length. The proposed classification method improves both the computational
and the memory efficiency. In the algorithm-hardware co-design, we implemented the
compression in the sensor front-end and motion parameter estimation in the mixed signal
domain. The testing results show significant energy saving over previous work.
In Chapter 4, our work is the first fully adaptive hardware control algorithm for Doherty
PA linearization. It is also the first Doherty PA system with bandit/RL-based controls. The
learning nature of the bandit-RL frameworks allows our system to adapt to environmental
changes and maintain robust performance. We incorporated the properties of the Doherty
PA into the algorithm design to achieve high learning efficiency and fast adaption rate.
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CHAPTER 2
MACHINE LEARNING IN INVERSE IMAGING: COMPRESSIVE SENSING
RECOVERY
In this chapter, we demonstrate how machine learning can be used in solving inverse imaging
problems. Imaging hardware with various sensing schemes such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) takes indirect measurements of the object
of interest. The goal of the inverse imaging algorithm is to recover the true image from these
indirect measurements. Here, we consider the measurements taken by compressive sensing,
a technique that allows significant energy saving in data acquisition. As deep learning
models have significantly improved the visual quality and accuracy of compressive sensing
recovery, we propose an algorithm for signal reconstruction from compressed measurements
with image priors captured by a generative model. We search and constrain on latent variable
space to make the method stable when the number of compressed measurements is extremely
limited. We show that, by exploiting certain structures of the latent variables, the proposed
method produces improved reconstruction accuracy and preserves realistic and non-smooth
features in the image. Our algorithm achieves high computation speed by projecting between
the original signal space and the latent variable space in an alternating fashion.
2.1 Introduction
In compressive sensing (CS), we seek to reconstruct a high-dimensional signal after ob-
serving a small number of linearly coded measurements. Mathematically, given a vector
x ∈ RN , we obtain its linearly compressed representation y in a low dimensional space
RM (M  N) by applying y = Φx, where Φ is the compression matrix in RM×N . In the
case of useful compression, for two distinct signals x1 and x2 in the original space, their
corresponding representations y1 and y2 in the compressed domain also need to be separate.
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As Φ is an under-determined matrix with a null space, information can not be preserved for
all vectors in RN . Fortunately, real-life signals often have prominent structures and only lie
in some subspace of RN .
Traditional CS focuses on sparse signals. When a signal x has (or approximately has)
a k-sparse representation in some basis, the compression matrix Φ can be constructed to
preserve the distances between two signals in the compressed domain, a property formally
known as the restricted isometry property (RIP) [2]. Common methods to construct Φ
include choosing each entry from an i.i.d. Gaussian [9], a fair Bernoulli, or an independent
Sub-Gaussian distribution [10]. Similar results were also established for signals on a smooth
manifold. [11]
In order to retrieve the original signal from the compressed measurements, some type of
prior knowledge needs to be assumed. When the class of signal is well-studied, the prior
knowledge comes from years of experience. For example, the sparsity model is often used
to recover compressively sensed natural images. Now with the power of machine learning,
we can extract prior knowledge efficiently from collected datasets. The powerful function
approximation capability of deep neural networks also allows us to discover and represent
more complicated signal structures.
In this chapter, we propose a fast compressive sensing recovery algorithm using gen-
erative models with structured latent variables. The prior information of the signals is
captured by a generative adversarial network (GAN). The stability of the recovery algorithm
is improved when the GAN’s latent variable space is well structured. Based on Alternating
Direction Methods of Multipliers (ADMM), our algorithm achieves high reconstruction
speed by alternatively projecting between the original signal space and the latent variable
space, without involving gradient descent.
To the authors’ knowledge, our work is the first to extend the ADMM-based CS recovery
methods to GANs. Such an extension allows us to exploit the strong priors captured by
GANs and significantly increases the recoverable compression ratio. Previous works on CS
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recovery using generative model either had limited model capacity [31] or were slow to carry
out [18, 32, 33] due to relying heavily on gradient descent. We demonstrate that a structured
latent variable space in GAN plays an important role in fast and stable recovery. Our
proposed algorithm achieves comparable performance with a notable speed-up compared
to the gradient-based methods. Although We present our results by solving compressive
sensing recovery problems, our model can be easily generalized to solve other inverse
imaging problems.
2.2 Related work
Signal recovery from the compressed measurements can be formulated as an optimization
problem of the following form:
min
x
Fy(x) + λJ(x) . (2.1)
The first term Fy(x) is the fidelity term which controls how well a candidate signalxmatches
the measurement y in the compressed domain. A common choice of Fy(·) measures the
Euclidean distance in the compressed domain: ||y −Φx||22. The second term J(·) is the
property term which encodes the properties the signal of interest must satisfy. In the case
of sparse signals, J(·) can be ||x||0 or the convex relaxation form ||x||1. When a dataset is
available, one can “learn” the properties of the signals using machine learning algorithms.
Unsupervised learning methods such as Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [31] and variational
autoencoder (VAE) [18] have been proposed. A scalar λ controls the trade-off between the
fidelity term and the property term.
Recovering sparse signals is a well-studied area. Algorithms such as orthogonal matching
pursuit [34], linear programming [2], least angle regression stagewise [35], soft thresholding
[36], and approximate message passing [37] were proposed to solve the variations of the
optimization problem (2.1).
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When J(·) is learned directly from the data, it usually has a non-convex form. Although
the global minimum is difficult to find, a local minimum may already result in satisfying
results. One can also apply ADMM to (2.1), which leads to iterative solving steps:





||x− s(k) + µ(k)||22





||x(k+1) − s+ µ(k)||22
µ(k+1) = µ(k) + x(k+1) − s(k+1) . (2.2)
ADMM introduces one auxiliary variable s and one dual variable µ. Let Fy(·) take the
form of ||y −Φx||22, and the first update step in (2.2) can be easily computed by solving
least squares. The second update step is a proximal operator of J, and can be understood
as finding a signal s that is close to the target signal x(k+1) + µ(k) while satisfying the
properties encoded in J(·). Such a formulation is often considered as a “denoising” step
and inspires many recent works on “plug-and-play” methods. In these works, the second
update step is replaced by state-of-the-art denoisers. Instead of explicitly learning J(·) to
capture the statistics of the signals, denoisers are trained directly to mimic the behavior
of the second update step with the properties of the signals embedded into the denoisers’
design. Common denoiser choices include block-matching and 3D filtering (BM3D) [38,
39], and feed-forward neural networks [40, 41]. Adversarial training was proposed in [42,
43] to improve denoising and recovery. Discriminator were used to evaluate the denosing
effect, however no generative model was trained to directly capture the statistics of the singal
datasets. When a neural network based denoiser is used in the plug-and-play methods, it is
often trained using original signals with additive Gaussian noise. Other recovery methods
unroll the whole iterative optimization algorithm, such as ADMM [44, 45], projected
gradient descent [46, 47, 48], and primal dual hybrid gradient [49], into a neural network
and use end-to-end training.
In the aforementioned ADMM framework, x and s are both in the original space RN
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(with the ADMM underlying constraint x = s). When generative models are used to capture
the signal statistics, latent variables z ∈ RL are usually introduced. [31] used a GMM
to model a smooth manifold and searched z∗ in the latent space which has a closed form
solution. [18] used a VAE to learn a non-linear mapping Ggen(·) from z ∼ N (µ, σ2) to x
and applied gradient descent to the optimization problem min
z
||y −ΦGgen(z)||22 + λ||z||22.
Recent developments in GAN [13, 14] shed new lights on learning signal statistics. [32]
used a GAN to capture the image prior and applied gradient descent to the same optimization
problem as in [18] for recovery. [33] proposed an algorithm that alternates between one
step gradient descent on the fidelity term and searching the latent variable space with
the latter still achieved by gradient descent. These gradient based methods suffer from
high computational complexity and slow recovery speed. We seek to combine the fast
computation from the ADMM-based methods and the strong prior-capture ability from the
generative models to achieve fast CS recovery with ultra small number of measurements.
2.3 Algorithms
In the proposed algorithm, we formulate the CS recovery problem as searching x and z in
the original signal space and in the latent variable space, respectively:
min
x,z
||y −Φx||22 + λH(z)
s.t. x = Ggen(z) . (2.3)
We denoteGgen(·) as the generative model andH(·) as the function that captures the property
that the latent variable z should satisfy. Even though the formulation above contains a
non-linear equality constraint, we may still solve it by searching a stationary point of its
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||x(k+1) −Ggen(z) + µ(k)||22
µ(k+1) = µ(k) + x(k+1) −Ggen(z(k+1)) . (2.4)
The property imposed by H(·) plays an important role in searching z in the latent
variable space. In classic GAN models such as the deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN)
proposed in [14], z is assumed to be drawn from a standard multivariate Gaussian distri-
bution. Setting H(z) = ||z||2 is a common practice to enforce this latent space structure.
However, this latent variable space is still lack of interpretability and controllability, and
how each latent dimension contributes to the generated signal is unclear [15, 16, 50]. The
CS recovery performance bound provided in [18] shows the number of required compressed
measurements grows linearly with the latent variable dimension.
To enforce better structured latent variable space, we propose training the generative
models with an InfoGAN architecture [15], where each latent variable z is split into a
codeword c and a “random-noise-like” variable v. An InfoGAN is trained to not only
minimize the usual GAN’s loss function, but also maximize the mutual information between
the codeword c and the generated signal Ggen(c,v). As a results, the codeword c is able
to control most of the semantic meaning in the generated signals, while v only adds small
variations to the results. A detailed discussion about infoGAN can be found in section
1.1.3 in the introduction chapter. An infoGAN trained on the MNIST dataset is shown in
Figure 1.1 and 1.2. The well-structured latent variable space helps CS recovery: When the
number of compressed measurements is sufficient, both c and v may be inferred from the
measurements, leading to more accurate reconstructions. When the number of compressed
measurements is extremely limited, we can recover an approximate signal (within the small
variation controlled by v) as long as c can be inferred. A theoretical analysis of this recovery
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performance is provided in section 2.5.
The x update step in (2.4) solves a least squares problem, while solving for the z update
is computationally expensive with gradient descent. Similar to the “plug-and-play” ADMM
method, we propose to use a projector neural network Gproj to learn the solution of this
optimization problem. Notice that during each iteration, x(k+1) contains the noise introduced
by the previous least square update. We, therefore, propose to train Gproj using randomly
sampled latent variables and the noisy version of their generated samples.
Alternatively, we can cascade the projector network and the generator network to form a
networkGgen(Gproj(·)) similar to an “autoencoder”. We then draw samples directly from the
dataset, and train the “autoencoder” to recover these samples from their noisy observations.
Ggen is fixed during this training process. When this method is used, our proposed algorithm
is similar to a “plug-and-play” ADMM model with a generative-model-based denoiser.
This similarity may provide a better understanding about the convergence behavior of the
proposed algorithm, while our previous derivation provides a better understanding about the
importance of using well-structured latent variables. The complete version of the proposed
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.1.
2.4 Testing and results
2.4.1 MNIST Dataset
We test the proposed algorithm using the MNIST digits dataset [51]. Selected recovered
results are shown in Figure 2.1. We use an i.i.d. Gaussian random matrix Φ for compression.
For comparison purposes, we also include the results of three baseline algorithms. The
first algorithm is the “plug-and-play” ADMM with a denoising autoencoder (DAE). As
this denoiser is trained directly in the pixel domain (mapping x̃ = x + ε back to x), it
fails to capture a strong prior knowledge about the digits, and starts to produce images with
large artifacts as the compression rate goes to 32x. The second baseline algorithm uses
the well-known total variance (TV) [52] as the regularizer. The third baseline algorithm
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Algorithm 2.1 Fast CS recovery using generative models (F-CSRG)
Train a generative model Ggen(·) on the dataset.
Method I:
Randomly sample latent variable z following its distribution.
Generate random noise ε according to some distribution.
Construct noisy signal x̃ such that x̃ = Ggen(z) + ε.
Train a projector network Gproj(·) that maps x̃ to z.
Method II:
Draw samples of x from the training set.
Generate random noise ε according to some distribution.
Construct noisy signals x̃ such that x̃ = x+ ε.
Train a projector network Gproj(·) such that Ggen(Gproj(·)) maps x̃ to x.
Ggen is fixed during training.
For signal recovery:
Given a compression matrix Φ and compressed measurements y.











µ(k+1) = µ(k) + x(k+1) −Ggen(z(k+1)).
end while
uses DCGAN [14] to capture the signal statistics, while the CS recovery is performed
using gradient descent as proposed in [18]. We use the same DCGAN’s generator as Ggen
in our F-CSRG algorithm and train a neural network with fully connected layers (784-
1024-512-256-100, ReLU activation) as Gproj . F-CSRG performs comparably with the
gradient-descent-based algorithm, while only takes 1/20 of the computational time. When
the number of compressed measurements is significantly reduced, both DCGAN-based
models break down due to unstable projections caused by their less structured latent variable
space. The best performance is achieved by incorporating InfoGAN (trained as suggested in
[15]) into our algorithm, demonstrating the benefit of having well-structured latent variables.
We test three fast recovery algorithms on MNIST digits’ testing dataset and measure
the Euclidean distance between the true images and the recovered images. The results
are shown in Table 2.1. As the compression ratio increases, our algorithm with InfoGAN
outperforms the other algorithms. We also use the classification accuracy as another metric
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to assess the recovery quality. We train a convolutional neural network as the classifier
which achieves 99.3% accuracy on the original MNIST testing dataset. We then apply this
MNIST classifier to the images reconstructed by the three algorithms. As shown in Table
2.1, when the number of compressed measurements is extremely limited, our proposed
InfoGAN algorithm achieves significantly higher accuracy than the other two methods, as a
result of the InfoGAN’s structured latent variable space.







4x 2.20 / 98.2% 2.25 / 98.3% 2.68 / 97.7%
8x 2.54 / 97.8% 2.72 / 97.3% 3.06 / 97.2%
16x 3.23 / 94.8% 3.70 / 91.7% 3.79 / 93.8%
32x 5.13 / 73.5% 5.86 / 66.4% 5.37 / 77.4%
64x 7.33 / 41.8% 7.91 / 36.2% 7.43 / 48.0%
Table 2.1: Average reconstruction error (measurened as the Euclidean distance) and classifi-
cation accuracy of the reconstructed digits on MNIST digits’ testing dataset
2.4.2 Celeb A Datasets
We also test the proposed algorithm using the CelebA dataset [53]. Each image is of
dimension 32× 32, cropped and downsampled from the original dataset. Generative models
are trained based on the standard DCGAN and InfoGAN architectures as proposed in the
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of selected CelebA images recovered by different algorithms
original papers. For InfoGAN, we use 5 categorical codes (one-hot encoding with 10
classes), 5 continuous codes, and a randomness variable of length 128, producing a latent
variable of length 183. We train a fully connected network (1024-512-256-183, ReLu
activation) as Gproj . Bases on whether the desired codeword is categorical or continuous,
we use softmax as the activation function or simply skip activation on the output layer. We
test the proposed algorithm with 4x, 8x, and 16x compression. For comparison purposes,
we also include the results of two baseline algorithms. Similar to the testing on the MNIST
dataset, the first baseline algorithm uses the TV regularization, and the second one uses the
“plug-and-play” ADMM with a DAE trained directly in the pixel domain. Selected recovered
results are shown in Figure 2.2.
As the compression rate increases, the quality of the images recovered by TV regular-
ization degrades and few features on the face can be recovered. The recovery algorithm
using a DAE produces comparable or sometimes even better reconstruction in the case of
4x and 8x compression, but becomes unstable under extremely high compression rate. In
contrast, the proposed F-CSRG method is very stable against the drop in the number of
compressed measurements. In addition, because generative model provides a strong image
prior that assumes face images to have sharp features and not necessarily smooth every-
where, images reconstructed by the proposed algorithm preserve high-frequency contents
of the original images. Out testing results also show that F-CSRG works better with an
InfoGAN implementation than with a DCGAN. As we have discussed in previous sections,
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this improvement in recovered image quality comes from the more structured latent variable
space produced by the InfoGAN’s codeword 1.
2.5 Theoretical recovery guarantee
We begin this section by stating the main theoretical result that provides a guarantee on the
recovery performance in the compressed domain with respect to the performance without
compression.
Theorem 2.5.1 Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·, ·) : RD × RL−D → RN that
has Lipschitz constant T and satisfies: ||G(c,v1)−G(c,v2)|| ≤ β, ∀c ∈ BD(rc),v1,v2 ∈
BL−D(rv), where BL(r) denotes a norm ball in RL with radius r: BL(r) = {z|z ∈
RL, ||z|| < r} and || · || denotes the L2 norm. Assume also a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N
whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1/M). The compressed mea-
surements are obtained as y = Φx∗ + w, where x∗ is the desired signal and w is
an independent additive noise. Define x̄ = arg min
x∈G(BD(rc),BL−D(rv))




For some 0 < ε < 1
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, then with probability at least
1− δ:

















||w||+O (δ) . (2.5)












, then with probability at least 1− δ:







||x∗ − x̄||+ 2
1− ε
||w||+O (δ) . (2.6)
The first requirement of this theorem is a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·) from RL
to Rn. Lipschitz continuity requires the difference between two outputs of the mapping
1A Tensorflow implementation can be found at https://github.com/sihan-zeng/f-csrg.
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generated by two inputs with bounded difference also be bounded up to a constant factor T :
||G(z1)−G(z2)|| ≤ T ||z1 − z2|| . (2.7)
We also require the input variable of the mapping to be divided into two variables each with
a bounded norm. Their contribution to the output of the mapping are significantly different.
The first vector c controls the most variations, and once it is fixed, the other input vector v’s
contribution to the output can be bounded by a small constant β. These requirements can be
satisfied by well-trained InfoGAN naturally. When sampling from a bounded latent variable
space, the outputs of a generative model fall on the manifold described by the training data.
The input of an InfoGAN is also separated into a codeword and a randomness variable. The
former controls the major variations in the generated results while the latter only adds some
details.
The compressive sensing matrix Φ is a random Gaussian matrix, whose entries are
i.i.d. sampled. Our theoretical results can be extended to other types of random matrices
by plugging in their corresponding concentration bounds. The compressed measurements
are assumed to contain some independent additive noise w. We confine our search of the
true solution in the output space of the generative model. Without compression, we define
x̄ as the true signal x∗’s projection onto the generative model’s output space. x̄ has the
shortest euclidean distance to x∗ compared to all other points on the generative model’s
output space. This distance is unlikely to be completely zero due to the generative model’s
imperfect matching to the true signal space. This fundamental constraint present in the
generative model itself without compressive sensing’s involvement poses a lower bound on
the recovery performance. With compressive sensing, we only have access to the compressed
measurements y. In this case, we still conduct our search in the generative model’s output
space, trying to find the signal that, after compression, best matches y. Denote this signal
as x̂ and we seek to bound how far compressive sensing pushes this recovered signal away
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from the true signal x∗ with respect to the distance between x̄ and x∗.
The performance bound we provide above contains two parts. In the first part, we
consider the case when the number of compressed measurements are very limited. The
required number of measurements in this case has a linear relationship with the dimension of
the codeword space D. In section 2.4, we have shown that D is often extremely small. The
effect of compression mainly shows in two terms in the right hand side of (2.5). The error
caused by the generative model’s approximation of the true signal’s distribution is magnified




. Moreover, some details in the original signal are inevitably lost due





and contributes to the recovery error bound. However as the number of
measurements increases, the details in the original signal become more likely to be recovered.
In the second part of the theorem, when the number of measurements satisfies some linear
relationship with the dimension of the whole latent variable space L, the term involving
β is dropped from the right hand side in (2.6). This bound has been previously derived
in [18]. We extend the previous work to generative models whose latent variable space is
well-structured and provided recovery guarantees adaptive to the number of measurements.
2.5.1 Proof of the main theorem
Like many previous theoretical works in compressive sensing, our proof starts from the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma, which states the length preserving property of applying
random projection on a finite set of vectors.
Lemma 2.5.2 (JL lemma with i.i.d. Gaussian matrix) For a finite set S of Q vectors
(|S| = Q) in RN , a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d.
Gaussian N (0, 1/M), and some 0 < ε < 1
2




(1− ε)||x|| ≤ ||Φx|| ≤ (1 + ε)||x|| . (2.8)
In other words, for some 0 < ε < 1
2
and probability 0 < δ < 1, (1 − ε)||x|| ≤ ||Φx|| ≤
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Pairwise distance preserving in a covering set: Now consider a Lipschitz mapping
G(·) : RL → RN with Lipschitz constant T , and a norm ball BL(r) = {z|z ∈ RL, ||z|| < r}.
We can construct an η
T
-covering for BL(r), denoted as CL( η
T
). Then by the definition and
covering and Lipschitz continuity CN(η) = G(CL( η
T
)) is an η-covering for G(BL(r)).
Applying the classic bound on the covering number, we have:





To prove the pairwise distance preserving property, we construct a new setDN(η) = {d|d =
























(1 − ε)||x1 − x2|| < ||Φ(x1 − x2)|| < (1 + ε)||x1 − x2|| holds with probability at least
1− δ, for all x1,x2 ∈ CN(η). And by setting η = 3δ
2L−1







is sufficient to have (1 − ε)||x1 − x2|| < ||Φ(x1 − x2)|| < (1 + ε)||x1 − x2|| hold with
probability at least 1− δ, for all x1,x2 ∈ CN(O (δ)).
RIP for all signals in the output space of a generative model: To generalize the dis-
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tance preserving property to all x1,x2 ∈ G(BL(r)), we apply a technique named ”chaining”.
First, we construct a chain of coverings for G(BL(r)) with increasing radius. Then for every
x ∈ G(BL(r)), we can find a chain of vectors qF ∈ CNF (
η
2F
), qF−1 ∈ CNF−1(
η
2F−1
), . . .,
q0 ∈ CN0 (η) that satisfies ||x − qF || ≤
η
2F
and ||qf+1 − qf || ≤ η2f ,∀f = 0, 1, . . . , F − 1.
The construction starts from finding qF and then moves down along the chain. By the
definition of covering, qf must exists given qf+1. Even though the chaining vectors change
with x, the coverings are fixed. In this way, the bound we derive later will hold for all x
simultaneously. The chaining processing also implies:
||x− q0|| = ||(x− qF ) + (qF − qF−1) + . . .+ (q1 − q0)||








With the constructed chain, the compressed distance from x to a point in CN0 (η) covering
can be bounded as:
||Φ(x− q0)|| = ||Φ(x− qF ) + Φ(qF − qF−1) + . . .+ Φ(q1 − q0)||
≤ ||Φ(x− qF )||+ ||Φ(qF − qF−1)||+ . . .+ ||Φ(q1 − q0)|| .
(2.15)
Construct new sets DNf = {d|d = q − q′, q ∈ CNf+1(
η
2f+1
), q′ ∈ CNf (
η
2f
)}. Then by the
way we construct DNf , we have:












To bound each term in (2.15), we apply a variation of the JL lemma:
Lemma 2.5.3 For a finite set S ofQ vectors (|S| = Q) in RN , a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N
whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1/M), and some ε > 0, we have
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with probability at least 1−Q((1 + ε)e−ε)M/2, ∀x ∈ S:
||Φx|| ≤ (1 + ε)||x|| . (2.17)
Plugging (2.16) as Q in Lemma 2.5.3, we derive that with probability at least 1 − δf =
1− (6Tr
η














||Φ(qf+1 − qf )|| ≤
F−1∑
f=0














converge as F →∞. Let’s consider the following sequence of εf :
εf =





















− 1. Then (2.19) is in
the order of η:
∞∑
f=0




















(1 + ε0(1 + f))
η
2f
= (2 + 4ε0)η .
(2.21)
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To bound the probability term 1−
∑
f














































































































≤ δ . (2.24)
Then by setting η = δ
2L−1



















probability at least 1− δ, for any x ∈ G(Bk(r)), ∃q ∈ CN(O (δ)), such at
||Φ(x− q)|| ≤ O (δ) . (2.26)
Now, for every pair of vectors x1,x2 ∈ G(BL(r)), we apply chaining to find two
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corresponding vectors q1, q2 such that q1, q2 ∈ CN(O (δ)), and according to (2.14), ||x1 −
q1|| ≤ O (δ), ||x2 − q2|| ≤ O (δ). We then apply the triangular inequality:
||Φ(x1 − x2)|| ≤ ||Φ(q1 − q2)||+ ||Φ(x1 − q1)||+ ||Φ(q2 − x2)|| . (2.27)
The first term on the right hand side is the distance between two vectors on the covering set.




and probability at least 1− δ, we have:
||Φ(q1 − q2)|| ≤ (1 + ε)||q1 − q2|| = (1 + ε)||q1 − q2 − x1 + x1 − x2 + x2||
≤ (1 + ε)||x1 − x2||+ (1 + ε)||x1 − q1||+ (1 + ε)||x2 − q2||
≤ (1 + ε)||x1 − x2||+ (1 + ε)O (δ) .
(2.28)
We can now obtain the pairwise distance preserving property by plugging (2.28) and
(2.26) into (2.27) and apply the union bound on the probabilities. We have only shown the
derivation of the upper bound. The lower bound can be derived using similar techniques.
The distance preserving property is formally stated in Lemma 2.5.4.
Lemma 2.5.4 Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·) : RL → RN with Lipschitz
constant T and a norm ball BL(r) = {z|z ∈ RL, ||z|| < r} where || · || denotes the L2
norm. Assume also a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d.
Gaussian N (0, 1/M). Given some 0 < ε < 1
2








probability at least 1− δ:
(1− ε)||x1 − x2|| − O (δ) ≤ ||Φ(x1 − x2)|| ≤ (1 + ε)||x1 − x2||+O (δ) (2.29)
holds ∀x1,x2 ∈ G(BL(r)).
Compressive sensing recovery guarantee using a generative model: When the com-
pressed measurements y = Φx∗ + w are collected, we search in the subspace generated by
G(BL(r)) rather than Rn. Define x̄ as the true signal’s projection onto the output space of
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the generative model when no compression is presented:
x̄ = arg min
x∈G(BL(r))
||x∗ − x|| . (2.30)
When given only the compressed measurements y, we search the generative model’s output
space to find a signal that, after compression, best matches the compressed observations.
Define this solution as x̂:
x̂ = arg min
x∈G(BL(r))
||y −Φx|| . (2.31)
To show the guarantee of the compressive sensing recovery is to show that ||x∗ − x̂||
is comparable to ||x∗ − x̄||, essentially demonstrating that the compression has very small
influence on the recovery. We start the proof by applying the triangular inequality:
||x∗ − x̂|| ≤ ||x∗ − x̄||+ ||x̄− x̂|| . (2.32)








at least 1− δ:
||x̄− x̂|| ≤ ||Φ(x̄− x̂)||+O (δ)
1− ε
≤ ||y −Φx̄||+ ||y −Φx̂||+O (δ)
1− ε
≤ 2||y −Φx̄||+O (δ)
1− ε
≤ 2||Φ(x




To bound the term ||Φ(x∗− x̄)||, we apply the results of the random matrix [54, 55, 56]:
Lemma 2.5.5 For a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N whose each entry is sampled from an i.i.d.
Gaussian N (0, 1/M), we have with probability at least 1− 2e−M2 , ∀x ∈ RN :






That is, with probability at least 1− δ′ = 1− 2e−M2 :




)||x∗ − x̄|| . (2.35)







, a small ε, and some reasonable values for r,
T, L, δ′ < δ. By plugging (2.35) into (2.33) and combining the two probability with a union
bound, we arrive at the compressive sensing recovery guarantee using a generative model:
Lemma 2.5.6 Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·) : RL → RN with Lipschitz
constant T and a norm ball BL(r) = {z|z ∈ RL, ||z|| < r} where || · || denotes the L2 norm.
Assume also a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian
N (0, 1/M). The compressed measurements are obtained as y = Φx∗ + w, where x∗ is the
desired signal and w is an independent additive noise. Define x̄ = arg min
x∈G(BL(z))
||x∗ − x||
and x̂ = arg min
x∈G(BL(z))
||y −Φx||.







, then with probability at least 1− δ:







||x∗ − x̄||+ 2
1− ε
||w||+O (δ) . (2.36)
Compressive sensing recovery guarantee using a generative model with structured
latent variable space: We now impose some structures in the input space of the generative
model. Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·, ·) : RD×RL−D → RN with Lipschitz
constant T further satisfies: ||G(c,v1)−G(c,v2)|| ≤ β, ∀c ∈ BD(rc),v1,v2 ∈ BL−D(rv).
The input space of the generative model is divided into two subspaces. The first input vector
c ∈ RD controls the most variations, and once it is fixed the magnitude of the other input
vector v ∈ RL−D’s contribution to the output is bounded by a small constant β.
As in the previous proof, we start from the step of constructing a covering set CN(η) for
G(B(rc),v0), where v0 is arbitrary and fixed. As the generated vectors are fully controlled
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By the assumption of the generative model, for any two signals generated by the model
x1 = G(c1,v1), x2 = G(c2,v2), we can find xc1 = G(c1,v0) and xc2 = G(c2,v0) such
that:
||x1 − xc1|| ≤ β, ||x2 − xc2|| ≤ β . (2.38)
Applying the triangular inequality, the pairwise distance after compression can be bounded
by:
||Φ(x1 − x2)|| ≤ ||Φ(xc1 − xc2)||+ ||Φ(x1 − xc1)||+ ||Φ(x2 − xc2)|| . (2.39)








probability at least 1− δ:
||Φ(xc1 − xc2)|| ≤ (1 + ε)||xc1 − xc2||+O (δ) . (2.40)
For the second and third terms in (2.39), we use Lemma 2.5.5. With probability as least
1− δ′ = 1− 2e−M2 :









And with probability as least 1− δ′′ = 1− 2e−M2 :
















, a small ε, and some reasonable values for r, T, L, we can show
that δ′ < δ and δ′′ < δ.









and probability as least 1− 3δ:





≤ (1 + ε)||x1 − x2||+ (1 + ε)||xc1 − x1||+ (1 + ε)||x2 − xc2||









+ 2ε)β +O (δ) .
(2.43)
We have shown the derivation of the upper bound. The derivation of the lower bound follows
similar steps. We state the following lemma for the pairwise preserving property:
Lemma 2.5.7 Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·, ·) : RD × RL−D → RN that
has Lipschitz constant T and satisfies: ||G(c,v1)−G(c,v2)|| ≤ β, ∀c ∈ BD(rc),v1,v2 ∈
BL−D(rv), where BL(r) denotes a norm ball in RL with radius r: BL(r) = {z|z ∈
RL, ||z|| < r} and || · || denotes the L2 norm. Assume also a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N
whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1/M). Given some 0 < ε < 1,







, then with probability at least 1− δ:




− 2ε)β −O (δ) (2.44)
and




+ 2ε)β +O (δ) (2.45)
holds ∀x1,x2 ∈ G(BD(rc),BL−D(rv)).
Going from the pairwise distance preserving property to the recovery guarantee, we
follow the similar steps as shown in deriving Lemma 2.5.6, which leads to the following
lemma:
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Lemma 2.5.8 Assume a Lipschitz continuous mapping G(·, ·) : RD × RL−D → RN that
has Lipschitz constant T and satisfies: ||G(c,v1)−G(c,v2)|| ≤ β, ∀c ∈ BD(rc),v1,v2 ∈
BL−D(rv), where BL(r) denotes a norm ball in RL with radius r: BL(r) = {z|z ∈
RL, ||z|| < r} and || · || denotes the L2 norm. Assume also a random matrix Φ ∈ RM×N
whose entries are sampled from an i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1/M). The compressed mea-
surements are obtained as y = Φx∗ + w, where x∗ is the desired signal and w is
an independent additive noise. Define x̄ = arg min
x∈G(BD(rc),BL−D(rv))




For some 0 < ε < 1, 0 < δ < 1
2


























||w||+O (δ) . (2.46)
Lemma 2.5.8 corresponds to the first part of our main theorem. The number of required
measurements is linear with D which is usually much smaller than the full latent variable
dimension L. When the number of measurements increases, we can apply Lemma 2.5.6








v), and arrive at the
second part of our main theorem. We have now finished the entire proof of Theorem 2.5.1.
2.6 Chapter summary
This chapter proposes an algorithm of using generative models to solve compressive sensing
inverse problems. This method is fast to carry out, by exploiting a projector network,
and is stable under high compression factor, by putting constraints on the latent variable
space. It consistently produces high-quality images even when the observations are highly
compressed. The proposed algorithm can be easily generalized to solve inverse imaging
problems besides CS recovery.
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CHAPTER 3
MACHINE LEARNING IN THE COMPRESSED DOMAIN: GESTURE
RECOGNITION
In this chapter, we demonstrate how machine learning can be used in combination of
compressing technologies to perform energy-efficient signal processing tasks. Specifically,
we propose a novel appearance-based gesture recognition algorithm using compressed
domain signal processing techniques. Gesture features are extracted directly from the
compressed measurements, which are the block averages and the coded linear combinations
of the image sensor’s pixel values. We also improve both the computational efficiency
and the memory requirement of the previous DTW-based K-NN gesture classifiers. Both
simulation testing and hardware implementation strongly support the proposed algorithm.
3.1 Introduction and related work
Hand gesture recognition is continuously evolving in how systems on chip (SoCs) interact
with users. To achieve power efficiency, these SoCs turn into idle mode when not being
used and ”wake up” when users are detected. The detection of an user’s present requires the
sensor front-ends to be perpetually ON, thus making low power consumption an important
design criteria. As cameras have become default devices embedded in many systems, a
camera-based hand gesture recognition system is suitable for providing stimulus for system
wake up.
Based on image outputs from a camera, most existing algorithms work directly in the
pixel domain [57, 58]. The majority of the work can be divided into three stages. First, the
hand region is extracted from the image using techniques such as background extraction, skin
color detection, and contour detection. Second, the motion of the gesture is characterized by
features. The common types of features include difference image, motion centroid, optical
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flow, and motion vectors. At the last stage, these features are sent to a classifier. Dynamic
time warping (DTW) with K nearest neighbors (K-NN), hidden Markov models, and neural
networks have all been implemented and showed promising result.
Aforementioned algorithms require a significant amount of energy in the analog to
digital (A/D) conversion of each pixel of the image sensor. Reducing the number of
sensing measurements plays an important role of energy saving. Recent development in
compressive sensing and target recognition in the compressed domain [17, 59, 60] improved
the performance and energy efficiency of the overall process of data acquisition, feature
extraction and recognition. These works suggest us taking coded combinations of the pixel
vales and characterizing the gesture motion directly from a few compressed measurements.
In this chapter, we propose an appearance-based gesture recognition algorithm for
system wake up. The gesture motion is captured by a sequence of difference images. Each
difference image passes through two layers of compression to reduce its resolution and to
be transferred to the compressed domain. The parameters of the motion are then directly
extracted from the compressed domain and used as features for classification. To the authors’
knowledge, our work is the first in gesture recognition using compressive sensing techniques.
We also enhance the previous DTW-based K-NN classifiers [61, 62], allowing them to
cooperate with clustering and dimension reduction techniques, and therefore, improve both
the computational and the memory efficiency of time series classification. In a hardware
co-design, we implement the compression in the sensor front-end and motion parameter
estimation in the mixed signal domain. The testing results show significant energy saving
over previous works [63, 64].
3.2 Algorithms
The block diagram of our system is shown in Figure 3.1. Difference images are capable of
capturing gestures containing significant motions. We pass each difference image through
two layers of compression. In the first layer, the resolution is reduced by dividing the whole
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image into several blocks and taking the average of each block. In the second layer, we
take coded combinations of these block-averaged pixels. We estimate the center of the
motion directly from these compressed measurements. These motion centers are passed to a
classifier for gesture recognition.
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the proposed algorithm
3.2.1 Two layers of compression
Denote Fi as the ith full resolution image output from the camera of size W × H . The
difference image Di (Figure 3.2.a) of two consecutive frames is calculated as Di = |Fi+1 −
Fi|.
In the first compression layer, the difference image is divided evenly into blocks of sizeB
by B. The average of the pixel values in each block is taken, resulting in a block-compressed
difference image of size W/B by H/B (Figure 3.2.b). We vectorize this low-resolution
difference image and denote it as yi ∈ RN .
In the second layer of compression, we chose a random matrix Φ of size M by N as
the coded measuring matrix. Each entry of Φ is uniformly chosen from {+1,−1}. The
projection of the vectorized low-resolution difference image in the compressed domain is
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calculated as:
ŷi = Φyi = ΦΨYi (3.1)
Each entry in ŷi ∈ RM is a random linear combination of all the entries in yi. Yi is the
vectorized original difference image Di. Ψ is the block averaging matrix of size N by
W ×H .
Figure 3.2: (a) Full-resolution difference image Di; (b) Block averaged difference image;
(c) Matching templates in the uncompressed domain. Rectangle sizes differ among rows
and centers of the rectangles differ among columns.
3.2.2 Motion center extraction in the compressed domain
In the uncompressed low-resolution domain, the hand region in the difference image can
be captured by a template shown in Figure 3.2.c. The template (of size W/B by H/B)
has uniform non-zero values within the small rectangular region and zeros elsewhere. To
locate the hand region, we construct a set of vectorized templates X(α, r), where α ∈ R2
represents the x-y coordinates of the center of the small rectangle, and r represents different
rectangle sizes. The variation in sizes is to adapt to the change of the hand size seen by the
camera when users are at different locations. The center of the hand motion is extracted by
solving
(α∗, r∗) = arg min
α,r
||yi −X(α, r)||2 (3.2)
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The collection of templates forms a manifold in RN with intrinsic parameters α and r. Using
the result from [17] and [11], we can directly extract the motion centers in the compressed
domain. That is, for
(α̂∗, r̂∗) = arg min
α,r
||ŷi − ΦX(α, r)||2 (3.3)
(α̂∗, r̂∗) ≈ (α∗, r∗) with high probability for some M  N . The block averaging layer
reduces the possible choices of r, and techniques such as matched filtering can be applied to
efficiently solve (3.3).
3.2.3 Gesture classifier training
Once the motion center α̂∗ is extracted from each compressed frame, a motion gesture is
represented by a sequence of α̂∗i . At this point, the gesture recognition problem has become
a time series classification problem. Two important factors need to be considered for motion
gesture recognition. First, two samples of the same gesture class can have different length.
For instance, let the gesture class be writing a letter “Z” in front of the camera. Depending
on how fast an user completes the gesture, the collected time series can contain different
number of points. Second, the gesture classifier should remain invariant to reasonable time
shifts and local distortions in the gesture samples. In the “Z” gesture example which contains
three straight strokes, an user can write each stroke with a different speed. The slower stroke
generates more data points while the faster stroke creates fewer. In order to successfully
classify all these samples as the same gesture, reasonable time shift and local distortions
among different time series need to be considered as invariant by the classification algorithm.
To design similarity measures for gesture time series of different lengths and variations,
we apply the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. The DTW algorithm calculates the
pointwise optimal match between two time series under the following restrictions [65]:
• Every point from the first time series T1 must be matched with one or more points
from the other sequence T2, and vice versa.
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• The first point in the first time series must be matched with the first point in the other
time series: (1, 1) ∈M.
• The last point in the first time series must be matched with the last point in the other
time series: (L1, L2) ∈M.
• The matched pair of points from the two sequence must be monotonically increasing.
That is, for every two pairs of matched points (i1, i2) ∈ M and (j1, j2) ∈ M, if
j1 > i1, then j2 ≥ i2. And if j2 > i2, then j1 ≥ i1.
• The time indices of every pair of matched points must satisfy locality constraint. That
is, | i1 − i2 |≤ w, ∀(i1, i2) ∈ M, where w is the length of the locality window size
and should satisfy w ≥| L1− L2 |.
When one point T1(i1) in the first time series is matched with T2(i2) in the second time
series, the distance between these two points are calculated. Denote this pointwise distance
as dp(T1(i1),T2(i2)). The distance between the two time series according to a matching set











dM = dMDTW . (3.5)
This minimization problem can be solved efficiently using dynamic programming. Both
the DTW distance dDTW and its corresponding pointwise matching set MDTW can be
calculated in O (L2) time with O (L2) memory requirement, where L is the length of the
time series.
As DTW defines a distance measure between two time series, we can directly plug
it into existing classification algorithms. It has been shown that DTW-based classifiers
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perform well for dataset containing limited amount of samples [66]. Traditional DTW-based
classifiers use DTW [67] as the distance measure between two sequences of different lengths,
and use K-NN method for classification. The memory and computational requirements of
this classification algorithm thus grow linearly with the size of training set.
To reduce the number of DTW calculations in the recognition stage, we perform K-
means clustering in the training dataset to form “super samples”. The distance between an
individual sample and a super sample is measured using DTW. In each iteration, the super
samples are updated as the average of all the samples within their clusters. DTW barycenter
averaging (DBA) [68] is used as the averaging method. Given a data set of n time series
T1,T2, . . . ,Tn to be averaged, we first initialize a new time series S of size τ . τ can be
chosen as either the median or the mean length of all the sequences to be averaged. Then we
run DTW between S and every Ti in the dataset, and store the point matching information
Mi. After collecting all the matching information, we go through every point in S. For
each point S(j) in the time series, we find all the points it has been matched to and assign
its value as the mean value of all these matched points. The DBA algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 3.1. The result of the DBA algorithm can be sensitive to the initialization of
sequence S. In practice, we can cascade this algorithm multiple times, using the result from
the previous run as the initialization sequence. For our application, we observe that running
DBA as few as 5 times is enough to return stable and satisfactory results.
Algorithm 3.1 DTW Barycenter Averaging (DBA)
Require: The initial average sequence S of size τ .
Require: n sequences T1,T2, . . . ,Tn to be averaged.
for i = 1 to n do
Run DTW (S,Ti).
Mi ← pairwise matching information between S and Ti.
end for
for j = 1 to τ do




One of the major difficulties in time series classification comes from the different lengths
of the samples. We notice that DBA can find clustering centers of an arbitrary length set
by the user. The pairwise matching information in DTW also provides a way to rescale the
length of time sequences. Therefore, we propose a DTW length rescale algorithm, shown
in Algorithm 3.2. Given a set of previously calculated super samples S1,S2, . . . ,Sk all of
which are of length τ , and a time series T to be rescaled, we first find one super sample S∗
that is the closest to T under the DTW distance measurement. We also store the pointwise
matching informationM between T and S∗. We then initialize a new time series T′ of size
τ and start going through each point S∗(j) in S∗. If S∗(j) is only matched to one point in
T, then this matched point is copied to T′(j). If S∗(j) is matched to multiple points in T,
then among these matches we choose the one closest to S∗(j) and copy its value to T′(j).
In this way, we perform local interpolation and contraction on T based on the matching
informationM, and produce a new time series T′ which is the rescaled version of T with
length τ .
Algorithm 3.2 DTW Length Rescaling (DLR)
Require: k “super samples” S1,S2, . . . ,Sk of length τ , calculated using K-means with
DTW and DBA.
Require: Sequence T to be rescaled to length τ .
S∗ = arg min
S∈S1,...,Sk
DTW (S,T).
M← pairwise matching information between S∗ and T.
Initialize T′ of length τ .
for j = 1 to τ do
if S∗(j) is matched to multiple points T(i),T(i + 1), . . . ,T(i + l), according toM,
then





T′(j) = T(i), where T(i) is the only matching point to S∗i .
end if
end for
Using Algorithm 3.2, we rescale all the training sequences to the same length τ . Since
each motion center in the time sequence contains both x and y coordinates, each gesture
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sample is now of size 2 by τ . We vectorize the samples by cascading all the y coordinates
after the x coordinates, transferring the time series classification problem to a traditional
classification problem in R2τ . Various dimension reduction techniques and multi-class
classification algorithms can then be implemented. The block diagram of the complete
training procedure is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Block diagram of training the gesture calssifier
3.2.4 Gesture recognition
In a real-time system, the extracted motion centers are stored in a FIFO buffer of length
L. To recognize the gesture, we first rescale the buffer data sequence based on the learned
super samples using Algorithm 3.2. Within this step, open-ended DTW is used for pairwise
matching in order to automatically separate the gesture-like data from the noise at both ends
of the buffer. The new gesture-like sequence of length τ then goes through vectorization
and dimension reduction before being sent to the trained classifier. The block diagram of
the complete recognition procedure is shown in Figure 3.4.
Compared to the traditional DTW-based K-NN classifiers, our classifier significantly
reduces the number of DTW calculations in the recognition stage and is still able to exploit
the structure of the entire training set. In our experiments, most of the gestures can be well
separated in a very low dimension, making the dimension reduction and the low-dimensional
classifier computationally efficient.
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of gesture recognition
3.3 Testing and results
3.3.1 Number of compressed measurements
To gain better insight for the choice of the number of compressed measurement M , we
explore its relationship with the accuracy of motion center extraction. We run the extraction
algorithm with one video of gesture “Z” (Figure 3.5.a). In the block averaging layer,
difference images of size 480 by 640 are compressed by blocks of size 16 by 16. We extract
the motion centers from these block-averaged difference images by solving (3.2). Shown in
Figure 3.5.b, the three segments of the gesture are clearly distinguished in the path of the
motion centers. This result is used as the ground truth for comparing M .
We then use only 250 compressed measurements (M = 250) and the motion centers are
extracted by solving (3.3), and are plotted in Figure 3.5.c. The apparent similarity between
this plot and 3.5.b verifies the theory. For each value of M , we calculate the average motion
center error per frame in the compressed domain. The “L” shape of the curve indicates
that M = 250 is the threshold for nearly error-free motion parameter estimation, granting
us another factor of 5 compression rate. This “threshold” behavior is consistent with the
classic results from compressed sensing presented in [17, 59, 11]. The accurate motion
center extraction in the compressed domain provides the foundation of high recognition rate.
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Figure 3.5: MATLAB simulation results of estimating motion centers using different
numbers of compressed measurements M . (a) Hand motion of gesture “Z” diveded into
three segments; (b) Motion center extracted before random projection by solving equation
(3.2); (c) Motion center extracted from 250 compressed measurements by solving (3.3); (d)
Average error of motion center extracted in the compressed domain when compared with
(b).
3.3.2 SKIG dataset
We test the overall algorithm on the public-available SKIG dataset [69]. We select 5 classes
containing significant motion in the x-y plane: Circle, Triangle, Wave, Z, and Cross. In each
class, we select 70 well-illuminated samples and randomly divided them into training (55
samples) and testing (15 samples) sets. We crop the training videos so that the gesture motion
fills the entire video. Since each frame is of size 240 by 320, in the block compression layer,
we use blocks of size 10 by 10, and we set M = 200 in the random projection layer.
During the training stage, we calculate one super sample in each gesture class. As the
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lengths of the gesture videos vary from 48 to 236 frame, we choose τ to be the average
length 116. After rescaling and vectorizing all the training sample, we apply PCA and use
the first 3 principle components. The gesture samples are well separated in R3, as shown
in Figure 3.6.a. For simplicity, we model each gesture class’ distribution as a multivariate
Gaussian. A gesture is assigned to the class with the highest likelihood beyond a rejecting
threshold. The resulting classifier has decision boundaries of ellipsoid shapes.
Figure 3.6: (a) PCA embedding of SKIG training samples in R3; (b) PCA embedding of
SKIG testing samples in R3.
Following the proposed recognition procedure, we show the testing samples’ PCA
embedding in Figure 3.6.b. The recognition rate is shown in Table 3.1. The relatively low
recognition rate for triangle gestures is caused by the longer sample videos that usually
contain more than 200 frames. Rescaling them results in significant downsampling, and
some of these downsampled data overlap with the “Z” gesture samples in the R3 embedding.
Our classifier has comparable performance with a 5-NN classifier for all other classes.
Gesture Type Circle Triangle Wave Z Cross
Recognition Rate
(Our Classifier) 93.3% 73.3% 93.3% 80% 93.3%
Recognition Rate
(DTW 5-NN) 93.3% 93.3% 93.3% 100% 100%
Table 3.1: Recognition rates of SKIG gesture dataset
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3.3.3 Real-time OpenCV simulation
We simulate a real-time system using OpenCV and a webcam as the image sensor. 1 Each
frame is of size 480 by 640. In the block compression layer, we use blocks of size 20 by
20 and set M = 200 in the random projection layer. We specify 5 different gesture classes:
“+”, “O”, “N”, “X”, and “Z”, each containing 50 samples. Following the similar training
procedure as performed on the SKIG dataset, we transfer each gesture sample into a point in
R3, plotted in Figure 3.7.a, and train a Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier.
Figure 3.7: (a) PCA embedding of our training samples in R3; (b) PCA embedding of our
testing samples in R3.
To calculate the recognition rate, we perform 20 gestures per class in front of the webcam.
These testing samples’ PCA embedding in R3 is shown in Figure 3.7.b. We calculate the false
detection rate by performing 50 unspecified gestures. Table 3.2 shows both the recognition
rate and the false detection rate. The simulation result strongly verifies our algorithm.
Gesture Type + O N X Z
Recognition Rate 100% 100% 100% 95% 100%
False Detection Rate 4% 0% 4% 2% 0%
Table 3.2: Real-time OpenCV simulation results
1Our OpenCV (C++) demo code is available at www.kylexu.net/cs-gesture-recog
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3.3.4 Hardware implementation
We implement the proposed algorithm in a gesture recognition system powered by solar
energy, shown in Figure 3.8. With 400 compressed measurement, this system achieves
greater than 80% accuracy and consumes only 95mJ of energy per frame [5]. In this
system, the random projection is simulated in the MCU and the classifier used DTW-based
1-NN method. We further combine both compression layers into the camera front-end, and
implement motion center extraction in the mixed signal domain. Testing results show the
energy consumption reduced to 1.3µJ per frame.
Figure 3.8: Our light-powered smart camera system.
3.4 Chapter summary
We proposed an energy-efficient appearance-based gesture recognition algorithm in the
compressed domain. The major saving of power comes from the two layers of compression
that reduce the resolution of the image sensor by a factor of more than 1000. Our proposed
gesture classifier significantly reduces the number of DTW calculations and the memory
requirements of the traditional DTW-based K-NN classifiers while preserving the structure




MACHINE LEARNING IN HARDWARE CONTROL: AI-ASSISTED POWER
AMPLIFIER
In this chapter, we demonstrate how machine learning can be incorporated into the design
of hardware control algorithms. Advanced power amplifier (PA) architecture is critical for
5G communications which require the PA to have sufficient output power, high linearity,
and high energy efficiency. The time-variant operational environment further demands
the self-reconfigurability in the PA design. Recent developments in bandit-problems and
reinforcement learning (RL) have led to data-driven control algorithms. This chapter
presents various RL-based algorithms for Doherty PA control, which achieve robust adaptive
operation over environmental changes. Multiple RL frameworks are incorporated in the
control algorithms including multi-armed bandit (MAB), continuum-armed bandit (CAB),
contextual-bandit (CB), and actor-critic with experience replay (AC). The control algorithms
based on the latter three frameworks leverage on the prior information about the Doherty
PA’s characteristics to improve learning efficiency. In our simulation test where the optimal
policy needs to be adjusted due to transmitter impedance matching, the MAB-based control
learns the optimal policy within 25,000 samples. The control algorithm based on CAB and
CB learns the optimal policy within 5,000 samples. The fastest learning rate is achieved by
the control algorithm based on AC, which learns the optimal policy within 1,500 samples.
4.1 Introduction
The rapid growth of fifth-generation (5G) communications has posed increasingly de-
manding performance challenges on future wireless front-ends, including wide and non-
contiguous bandwidth, sufficient transmitter output power, adequate receiver, dynamic
range, high linearity, and high energy efficiency. [70, 71, 72]. Advanced transmitter (TX)
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and power amplifier (PA) architectures are highly desired for communication applications
where high peak-to-average power ratio waveforms are extensively employed. Recently, the
Doherty TX/PA architecture has gained much attention due to its high efficiency at power
back-off (PBO), large modulation bandwidth, and low baseband overhead [73, 74, 75, 76].
However, the PBO efficiency and the linearity of Doherty TXs/PAs are highly sensitive to
the auxiliary (Aux) PA onset power and the load modulation between the Main and Aux
paths. The Doherty load modulation relationship often varies drastically over antenna’s
impedance mismatch, necessitating complicated calibrations over single-branch PAs [73, 74,
75]. It is reported that re-configuring the Main/Aux PA settings in a Doherty PA can restore
the PA performance under different antenna voltage standing wave ratios (VSWRs) [75].
Circuit and system level self-testing, calibrations, and reconfigurations to enable front-
end adaptivity and performance restoration also becomes essential for complex mobile
applications. Wireless front-ends often need to operate in congested and constantly varying
electromagnetic and thermal environments while still maintaining high performance and
reliable wireless links. Although extensive work has been done on built-in-self-testing
and online front-end calibrations, existing approaches often rely on extensive back-end
computations and exhaustive sweeps on possible circuit configurations to control the front-
end settings and then optimize front-end performance [77]. These approaches are not
suitable for many emerging applications which require ultra-low latency and fast response
capabilities. This is particularly an issue for PAs in 5G multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) systems. The PA’s performance, including power gain, linearity, efficiency, and
reliability, highly depends on its load impedance [75, 78]. MIMO antenna array operations
inevitably introduce cross-element coupling and result in different load mismatch (VSWR)
for each PA. Meanwhile, many 5G applications require ultra-low latency, leaving exceedingly
limited latency budget for PA load/performance calibration.
In this chapter, we propose control algorithms for a mm-wave Doherty PA based on
artificial intelligence (AI). We aim to achieve the maximum linearity in the PA’s gain
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response while maintaining high efficiency. The recent developments in AI have inspired
new approaches for designing adaptive systems. Data about the environment and the system’s
interval behavior is collected during the system’s operation. The AI algorithm characterize
the system based on the collected data and “learns” to control the system. Within the AI
frameworks, reinforcement learning (RL) which learns how to act optimally in various
observable environmental states can be naturally extended to PA control algorithms. Our
control algorithms are based on prominent bandit and RL frameworks such as multi-armed
bandit, continuum-armed bandit, contextual bandit, and actor-critic with experience replay.
These RL-based approaches provide the PA self-reconfigurability and lead to robust adaptive
operation over environmental changes. The control algorithms based on the latter three
frameworks also leverage on the prior information about the Doherty PA’s characteristics to
improve learning efficiency.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we discuss related
work in both PA control and general RL-based control algorithms. Section 4.3 provides
an overview of the architecture of the AI-assisted mm-wave Doherty PA. Our proposed
control algorithms are presented in Section 4.4. Three control algorithms are discussed,
each followed by testing results and comparisons. In our simulation test, the optimal policy
needs to be adjusted due to VSWR changes, and our control algorithm can learn the optimal
policy within 1,500 samples. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Circuit-Level PA control
The previous work on improving the PA’s performance can be summarized into two cate-
gories. The first category is to design a reconfigurable PA at the circuit level and provide
adjustable hardware settings to control the PA’s behavior. Various sensors are incorporated
into the architecture to measure power, efficiency, and temperature either explicitly or
implicitly. Based on the measurements, the control unit adjusts the PA settings to match
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certain performance criteria. One common goal of this approach is to correct the specifica-
tion mismatch inevitably introduced in the manufacture of the integrated circuits. The PA
architecture design which aims to calibrate the PA’s behavior is known as self-healing [79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. Although the self-healing architecture contains a feed-back control loop,
the performance optimization is carried out not during the PA’s in-field operation, but rather
in a designated calibration stage. A testing signal is sent to the PA during the calibration
process. The control algorithm optimizes the PA’s performance by either sweeping through
the PA settings [80, 81, 83, 84] or applying gradient-based optimization algorithms [79, 82].
In order to achieve true in-field PA performance optimization, several changes need to
be introduced to the self-healing architecture. Self-healing often aims to optimize multiple
performance aspects simultaneously, which may not be achievable given the time and
computational budget of an online control algorithm. Sensor design is also crucial for
in-field PA control, as the sensors must be able to provide timely and accurate measurements.
Furthermore, the efficiency of the control algorithm needs to be improved in order to
adapt the control policy to environmental changes. As demonstrated later in this chapter,
the efficiency improvement often comes from leveraging the prior knowledge of the PA’s
behavior.
Dynamic PA hardware control to improve power efficiency has been explored previously
in [85, 86, 87], where both the PA architectures and the control settings are relatively
simple, and the algorithm can be realized at the circuit level. In-field linearization and
efficiency optimization for Doherty PA was proposed in [78, 88], where the PA’s behavior is
approximated by polynomial functions within the feedback control unit.
Other dynamic linearization techniques for Doherty PAs have focused on digital predis-
tortion (DPD). DPD is another popular class of methods to enhancee PAs’ performance [89,
90, 91]. Input signals are modified before passing through the PA in order to compensate the
PA’s distortion, thus achieving extended linear response and high power efficiency. Math-
ematically, DPD models the PA’s distortion as a complex function and seeks to construct
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a system that approximates its inverse function. For a memoryless PA whose output only
depends on the current input and not the history of the inputs, the PA’s behavior can be
fully described by gain response curves and phase response curves [92]. The DPD designs
for the memoryless PA model were presented in [93, 94, 89], which is suitable for narrow
bandwidth systems [92].
One advantage of the DPD is being able to address the memory effect of the PA system,
where the PA’s output is assumed to be determined by the input history. The memory effect
causes the PA’s transfer function to vary with the modulation frequency [95]. The Wiener
model [96] and memory polynomial model [97] are two popular memory effect models,
whose corresponding DPD designs are presented in [98, 99, 100]. Recent developments
in neural networks also lead the researchers to leverage on the neural networks’ powerful
function approximation ability to model both PAs and their corresponding DPD systems
[101, 102, 103, 104, 105].
DPD techniques and our proposed work complement each other. Our control algorithm
optimizes the PA’s performance by updating the hardware settings, while DPD modifies the
input signal. Our control algorithm performs independently from DPD, while DPD treats
the PA with our control algorithm running as an unity. The proposed control minimizes
the PA distortion in the hardware level, reducing the workload of the DPD unit. On the
other hand, DPD fixes the memory effect of the PA and compensates for the memoryless
assumption in our proposed algorithms. Both the proposed PA control and the online DPD
algorithms [106, 107, 108] are fully adaptive to environmental changes.
Recent developments in RL provide new insights for the control algorithms [109, 110,
111]. Within the field of RL, bandit problems focus on choosing the actions that generate
maximum expected reward. The bandit setup assumes the actions to have no lasting impact
on the system and is, therefore, suitable for designing control algorithms for moemoryless
systems. Early successes have been reported in applications such as solar panel control [112],
wireless communication management [113], internet of things [114], and cyber security
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[115]. When memory effect is presented in the system, promising results have been reported
for designing control algorithms using Markov-decision-process(MDP)-based reinforcement
learning frameworks [116, 117, 118].
To the authors’ knowledge, our work is the first fully adaptive hardware control algorithm
for Doherty PA linearization. It is also the first Doherty PA system with bandit/RL-based
controls. The learning nature of the bandit-RL frameworks allows our system to adapt to
environmental changes and maintain robust performance. We incorporate the properties of
the Doherty PA into the algorithm design achieve high learning efficiency and fast adaption
rate.









































Figure 4.1: Conceptual diagram of the AI-assisted mm-wave Doherty PA. The MSDPA
contains a Main and an Aux PA paths. Both inputs and the sensed outputs are sent to the
control unit which runs bandit/RL-based algorithms to achieve extended linear gain region
while maintaining high PA efficiency.
A conceptual diagram of the AI-assisted mm-wave Doherty PA is shown in Figure 4.1.
The signal path is divided into a main PA (Main PA) path and an auxiliary PA (Aux PA) path,
each providing a number of digital settings to control its behavior. The control unit adjusts
these settings to achieve linear gain response and high power efficiency. As the PA’s behavior
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changes with environmental variables, we implement a closed-loop control to dynamically
update the setting selection policy, so that the optimal performance is maintained. Detailed
description about each component in the proposed system is provided below.
4.3.1 Mixed-Signal Doherty PA
The mixed-signal Doherty PA (MSDPA) [74] employs a hybrid use of an analog PA and
a binary-weighted digitally controlled PA in its main and auxiliary paths, respectively.
MSDPA combines the advantages of the high linearity of the main analog PA and the flexible
reconfigurability of the auxiliary digital PA, while overcoming their intrinsic limitations.
The MSDPA is driven by a generic complex-modulated signal that has both phase and
envelope modulations. Based on the real-time AM envelope, MSDPA’s Doherty operation
turns on different weightings of the auxiliary digital PA. For small input envelopes, the
MSDPA operates in its analog regime turning on only the main analog PA. For large input
envelopes, the MSDPA operates in its mixed-signal regime. The sub-PAs in the auxiliary
path are dynamically turned-on to prevent main PA from clipping or saturation. In this way
the PA’s operation range is extended. The overall MSDPA achieves a high linear output
power and efficiency boost through its Doherty operation.
4.3.2 Main/Aux PA settings
The Doherty PA provides two sets of controls: Main and Aux path PA settings. Each
control setting leads to unique gain/phase responses and PA efficiency (PAE). Figure 4.2
demonstrates the gain responses under different Main/Aux PA settings. There are 7 Main
PA settings and 8 (3-bit) Aux PA settings in total. Each Main PA setting corresponds to
one colored group in Figure 4.2. Given one Main PA setting, the gain responses under
different Aux PA settings are plotted in the same color with different intensity. Comparing
Figure 4.2.a and 4.2.b shows how the change in VSWR affects the PA’s gain response. This
sensitivity to the environment necessitates an efficient adaptive control algorithm.
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Figure 4.2: Gain responses of the proposed Doherty PA under different control setting.
Main PA settings are indicated by different colors, while Aux PA settings are indicated by
different intensity. (a): under standard 50ohm VSWR (b): under VSWR=(2,∠180◦)
As to be discussed in Section 4.4, the PA settings are adjusted by the AI-assisted feed-
back control unit which aims to achieve the extended linear gain region. The control is
performed in two stages, selecting the Main and Aux PA setting respectively. Under a fixed
Main PA setting, the gain responses under different Aux PA settings are demonstrated in
Figure 4.3.a. When the input power is low, the gain curves are flat and nearly stay the same
under various Aux PA setting. This low input power region is known as the power back-off
(PBO) region. As the input power increases, the gain curves start to drop. The curves under
small Aux PA settings drop faster than the ones under large Aux PA settings. The phase
responses and the PAE are shown in Figure 4.3.b and Figure 4.3.c respectively. Although
the longest linear gain region is achieved by fixing the Aux PA setting as 7, the PAE of this
strategy is significantly degraded. The shape of the gain curves and the PAE curves suggests
that the Aux PA setting should be dynamically adjusted based on the input power in order to
achieve extended linear region while maintaining high PAE. The red line in Figure 4.3.a
shows one example of the desired Aux PA control policies. Under this policy, the Aux PA
setting is gradually increased as the input power increases. The increment happens when the
lower setting is more than 1dB lower than the gain obtained in the PBO region in order to
maintain high PAE. One can consider the red line in Figure 4.3.a as the “synthesized” gain
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response under the Aux PA control. This policy’s phase response and PAE are plotted in
Figure 4.3.b and Figure 4.3.c respectively.
Figure 4.3: Gain(a)/Phase(b) responses and PAE(c) under different Aux PA settings. The
VSWR is of standard 50ohm and the Main PA setting is fixed to 6. One example of desired
policy which achieves extended linear gain region while maintaining high PAE is plotted as
the red line.
Under each Main PA setting, we can obtain a “synthesized” gain response by designing
the Aux PA control. The criteria of selecting Main PA setting is, therefore, to choose the
one that has the longest linear region in the “synthesized” gain response. Different from
the Aux PA control, where the Aux PA setting is selected based on the power of each input
sample, the Main PA setting is only changed when an environmental change is detected and
the “synthesized” gain response can be improved by switching to another Main PA setting.
In other words, in a time-invariant environment, the Main PA setting is fixed, while the Aux
PA setting is dynamically adjusted by the control algorithm based on each input’s power.
One Main PA control algorithm based on stochastic approximation was introduced in our
previous publication [78]. The rest of this chapter focuses on designing an efficient Aux PA
control algorithm.
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4.4 Aux PA Control As Bandit Problems
4.4.1 Closed-Loop Control
Figure 4.2 has demonstrated how environmental variables such as the VSWR affect the
PA’s performance. In order to adapt the control policy to the environmental changes, we
implement a closed-loop control scheme. As shown in Figure 4.1, the control unit observes
the PA’s input power and selects Main/Aux settings accordingly. The PA’s output under the
selected setting is sensed and sent back to the control unit. Based on these input/output pairs,
the control unit learns the behavior of the PA and optimizes the control policy. The control
policy can only be optimized when the control unit has good knowledge about how the PA
performs under all settings. Therefore, we apply the idea of exploration and exploitation
from reinforcement learning. Each time before sending the control signal to the PA, the
control unit chooses between exploitation and exploration. In the exploitation stage, the
PA receives the setting actually suggested by the control policy. In the exploration stage,
the suggested setting is discarded and some other setting is sent to the PA in order for the
control unit to gain broader knowledge about how PA behaves under various settings.
The exploration-exploitation scheme is critical for the PA to maintain optimal perfor-
mance in a time-variant environment. Environmental changes require the control unit to
constantly re-estimate the PA’s behavior. Constant control policy update is handled naturally
by the exploration-exploitation scheme. The situation when the current control policy is no
longer the optimal under the new environment can be identified during the exploration stage,
leading to a timely policy adjustment. The balance between exploration and exploitation is
affected by how fast the environment changes. When the PA is operating in an environment
with known slow time-variance, the exploration rate can be small in order for the PA to fol-
low the actual control policy. However, when the environment is known to change frequently,
the exploration rate should be increased to encourage timely performance re-optimization.
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4.4.2 Control algorithm based on multi-armed bandit
The Aux PA control can be naturally formulated as a bandit problem. In the multi-armed
bandit (MAB) problem, an agent faces a set of actions A, and each action a ∈ A returns a
stochastic reward r drawn from an unknown distribution. At each time t, the agent chooses
one action at and receives a reward rt associated with that action. The goal of the agent is to
maximize the cumulative reward in a given time period [119]. Essentially, the agent updates
its estimation of the reward distribution based on the received rewards and acts based on
the current estimation. Fitting the MAB framework into our Aux PA control, each Aux
PA setting can be viewed as one action. As the control unit seeks to achieve the extended
linear gain region while maintaining high PAE, we now describe how to design our reward
function to reflect this criteria.
The PBO region vs. the learning regions: As shown in Figure 4.3, the gain curves
behave differently cross the entire input power range. In the PBO region, the gain curves are
flat and nearly stay the same under various Aux PA settings. Therefore, the Aux PA setting is
fixed as 0 in this region to achieve the highest PAE. Outisde the PBO region, the power gain
curves drop as the input power increases. As a result, the optimal Aux PA setting depends on
the input power. We divide this high-input-power region into M “learning regions” and set
up one MAB for each region. Figure 4.4 shows the overall MAB arrangement. Within each
learning region Zm, the control unit learns to choose the Aux PA setting that minimizes the
gain distortion.
Reward definition: We first estimate a reference power gain E[g] from the PBO region,
where the gain g is viewed as a random variable following some distribution. Our estimation
g̃ for this reference gain is calculated using stochastic approximation (SA) [25]. Specifically,
when an input falls into the PBO region at time t, we apply the following update:
g̃ ← g̃ + α0(gt − g̃) , (4.1)
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Figure 4.4: The MAB arrangement to achieve the extended linear gain region while main-
taining high PAE.
where gt is the observed power gain at time t and α0 ∈ (0, 1] is the SA step size. Essentially,
when our observation gt differs from the estimation g̃, (4.1) makes a small adjustment to
the estimation based on the difference. The closer the step size is to 1, the more weight is
given to the recent observations. In a stationary setting where the power gain g follows some
time-invariant distribution, SA is known to converge to the expectation E[g] asymptotically






α2t <∞ . (4.2)
As our PA is operating in a time-variant environment, we simply set the update size to a
fixed value α0 to constantly adjust the estimation by the most recent observation.
Given a reference gain g̃ estimated from the PBO region, we then design the following
reward function for the MAB regions:
RmMAB(a) = −E[| gm(a)− ĝ |] , (4.3)
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where gm(a) is the observed power gain under Aux PA setting a in region Zm, and ĝ is the
reference gain g̃ adjusted by a small constant offset δ: ĝ = g̃ − δ. The offset is added to
encourage the algorithm to choose a lower Aux PA setting, and hence improving the PAE.
The reward measures the negative of the expected absolute difference between the observed
gain and the target gain ĝ.
Updating the reward estimation: With actions and rewards defined above, the control
unit treats each learning region as an independent MAB. During operation, the control unit
follows the exploration-exploitation scheme. At each time t, an input with power st falls
into one of the learning regions Zm. When exploitation is activated, the Aux PA setting
suggested by the current reward estimation a∗ = arg max
a
R̂m(a) is used. When exploration
is activated, a randomly selected action different from a∗ is used. At each time t, the power
gain under the chosen setting at is observed: gt = gm(at), and the estimation for the reward
function is updated using SA:
R̂mMAB(at)← R̂mMAB(at) + α
(
−|gt − ĝ| − R̂mMAB(at)
)
, (4.4)
where a fixed value α ∈ (0, 1] is used as the SA step size to adjust the estimation with
the most recent observation. The amount of exploration is determined by a fixed number
ε ∈ (0, 1]. At every step, the control unit explores with probability ε and exploits with
probability 1 − ε, a scheme known as the ε-greedy action selection [119]. As a result,
the control unit learns one optimal Aux PA setting associated with each MAB learning
region. Cross different regions, the control unit adjusts the Aux PA setting according to
the input power, achieving the extended linear gain response. The constant exploration
and exploitation ensures high performance in a time-variant environment. The complete
MAB-based control algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.1.
Testing and results: We first test the performance of the proposed MAB-based algorithm
in a time-invariant environment. The VSWR is set to be under a standard 50ohm load. We
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Algorithm 4.1 Linear gain control algorithm based on multi-armed bandit
Divided the high input power region into M learning regions
Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZM .
Initialize the reward estimations R̂mMAB(a) for each region.
Set stochastic approximation step size α.
Obtain the target gain value ĝ.
For each time t:
Observe an input with power st that falls into one of the
regions Zt = Zm.
Calculate the best action based on reward estimations:
a∗ = arg max
a
R̂mMAB(a).




Randomly choose an action at 6= a∗.
Apply action at and observe gain gt.
Update the reward estimation:
R̂mMAB(at)← R̂mMAB(at)− α
(
|gt − ĝ|+ R̂mMAB(at)
)
.
set up 25 MAB learning regions with input power from -10dBm to 10dBm. The PBO region
has input power lower than -10dBm. The target gain offset δ is set to be 0.5dBm. The
exploration ratio ε is set as 10%, and the SA step size is set as 0.25 for both MAB update
(α) and reference gain estimation (α0). The reward estimations in all the learning regions
are initialized to −1. Figure 4.5.a shows the learned policy after 10,000 samples. The policy
stays within 1dB range compared to the PBO gain while holding on to the lower Aux PA
settings to achieve higher PAE.
We show the convergence rate of the MAB-based control in Figure 4.5.b. To quantify
the convergence, we use the concept of regrets from the reinforcement learning literature.




rot − rt =
T∑
t=0
| gt − ĝ | −min
aot
| g(aot )− ĝ | , (4.5)
where rot is the reward would have been received by the optimal policy (if had known) at
time t, and rt is the reward actually received by the learning algorithm. At each time t, the
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optimal policy minimizes the absolute difference between the achievable gain and the target
gain. We choose 3 different exploration rates: 5%, 15%, and 25%. With each exploration
rate, we run 10 trials and calculate the average cumulative regrets. The results are shown in
Figure 4.5.b. With large exploration rate, the algorithm learns the optimal policy quickly,
but the regrets grow faster afterwards due to the exploration cost. On the contrary, when the
exploration rate is small, the algorithm needs more samples to learn the optimal policy, but
the regrets grow with a lower rate once the optimal policy is discovered.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Simulation results of MAB-based control algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) in a time-
invariant environment. (a) learned policy after 10,000 samples with 10% exploration rate.
(b) Cumulative regrets under various exploration rate.
We then test our algorithm in a simulated time-variant environment. In the initialization
stage, the VSWR is set to have magnitude of 2 and an angle of 0 degree. The PA is operating
in a stable condition with a policy learned by the MAB-based algorithm. We then rotate the
VSWR angle for a full circle with 90 degree incremental steps. After each increment, 25,000
samples are sent to the PA. Essentially, the control algorithm has 25,000 samples to learn
the new optimal policy and to adjust to the new environment. The algorithm’s parameters
are the same as in the time-invariant setting with 10% exploration rate. The results after
each 25,000 samples are shown in Figure 4.6. The MAB-based control effectively updates
the policy to adapt to the simulated environmental changes. The cumulative regrets of
the whole simulation, averaged over 10 trials, are shown in Figure 4.7. The sudden slope
increments right after every 25,000 samples, marked by the red circles, correspond to the
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policy re-adjustment after VSWR angle changes. The regrets significantly increase as the
old policy is no longer optimal. Later in each segment, the slope of the regrets decreases
and converges to a constant level, indicating the new optimal policy has been learned by the
control algorithm.
Figure 4.6: Simulation results of the MAB-based control algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) in a
time-variant environment. The angle of the VSWR is rotated in the order of 90, 180, 270,
and 360 degrees. 25,000 samples are sent to the system after each rotation. The policy
learned by the MAB-based control after every 25,000 samples are plotted in (a)-(d).
4.4.3 Control algorithm based on continuum-armed bandit
Although the MAB-based control algorithm is effective with low computational complexity,
we can improve the learning efficiency by leveraging more hardware properties. The MAB-
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative regrets of the MAB-based control algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) in the
time-variant simulation test. The test setting is the same as in Figure 4.6. The result shown
is averaged over 10 trials. The red circles show the segments corresponding to the policy
re-adjustment after each VSWR angle increment.
based control algorithm treats the Aux PA settings as actions with independent rewards.
The reward estimation of a specific action is not updated until the action itself is applied.
However, for hardware control problems, the hardware’s performance under each setting
is often correlated. Figure 4.3 shows that in each learning region the gain monotonically
increases as the 3-bit Aux PA setting goes from 0 to 7. This ordering structure allows us to
infer the gain of some settings based on their observed neighborhoods before sampling the
actions themselves. For example, if we have explored settings 3 and 6 in region Zm which
has expected gain Gm(a = 3) and Gm(a = 6) respectively, we can infer that Gm(a = 4)
and Gm(a = 5) should fall between these two values. With our prior knowledge about this
ordering structured, we are able extract more information from each observed sample and
improve the learning efficiency.
To leverage the correlated Aux PA settings, we propose a function approximation Ĝ for







where a is the Aux PA setting, and km = [km1 , k
m
0 ] is the parameter to be estimated. Within
each learning region, the ordering relationship among the Aux PA settings is captured by
the a linear model. With this approximated linear gain function, our function approximation
of the rewards now measures the difference between the approximated gain and the target
gain ĝ:
R̂mCAB(a) = − | ĜmCAB(a)− ĝ |= − | km1 a+ km0 − ĝ | . (4.7)
Using function approximation to exploit the correlations among actions is a common
approach when the number of actions is large or when the action is modeled as a continuous
variable, a setting known as the continuum-armed bandit (CAB) [120, 121, 122, 123, 23].
Update the reward approximation parameter: The learning procedure of the CAB-
based algorithm also follows the exploration-exploitation scheme as in the MAB-based
algorithm. With the proposed function approximation, the step of calculating the best action


























, if km1 6= 0
amin, if k
m
1 = 0 .
(4.8)
The maximizer of Rm(a) is rounded to the nearest valid Aux PA setting bounded by amin
and amax.
At each time t, the power gain under the chosen setting at is observed: gt = gm(at), and
the estimation of the reward function is updated. First we apply SA to update the estimation
of the expected power gain under the chosen setting, denoted by ĝm(at):
ĝm(at)← ĝm(at) + α (gt − ĝm(at)) , (4.9)
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where a fixed value α ∈ (0, 1] is used as the SA step size to adjust the estimation with the
most recent observation. We then update the approximation parameter to minimize the





















































Given the updated ĝm(a), we solve the linear square problem (4.15). Therefore, the
approximation update step is given by:
km1 , k
m




(ĝm(a)− k1a− k0)2. (4.16)
In practice, the above regression step includes a Tikhonov regularizer to increase the stability
and recursive least square (RLS) update is used to improve the computational efficiency
[27].The complete CAB-based control algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.2.
Testing and results: To demonstrate the improved learning efficiency of the CAB-
based control algorithm, we compare its performance with the MAB-based algorithm’s
in a simulated time-variant environment. Similar to the test we run for the MAB-based
algorithm, the VSWR is set to have magnitude of 2 and an angle of 0 degree at the beginning
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Algorithm 4.2 Linear gain control algorithm based on continuum-armed bandit
Divided the high input power region into M learning regions
Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZM .
Initialize the the gain estimations ĝm(a) for each region.
Define reward function in each region as:
Rm(a) = − | km1 a+ km0 − ḡ |.
In each region, initialize the reward model’s parameters km1 , k
m
0 .
Set the stochastic approximation step size α.
Obtain the target gain value ḡ.
For each time t:
Observe an input with power st that falls into one of the regions Zt = Zm.
Calculate the best action based on reward estimations:
a∗ = arg max
a
Rm(a).




Randomly choose an action at 6= a∗.
Apply action at and observe gain gt.
Update the gain estimation:
ĝm(at)← ĝm(at) + α (gt − ĝm(at)).
Update the reward function’s parameters using regression:
km1 , k
m





of the simulation. The PA starts from operating in a stable condition with a policy learned
by the control algorithm. We then rotate the VSWR angle for a full circle with 90 degree
incremental steps. This time, after each increment, 5,000 (instead of 25,000 as for the
MAB-based algorithm) samples are sent to the PA. The same set of samples are used for
both algorithms. We set up 25 learning regions with input power from -10dBm to 10dBm.
The PBO region has input power lower than -10dBm. The target gain offset δ is set to be
0.5dB. The exploration ratio ε is set as 10%, and the SA step size is set as 0.25.
The results after each 5,000 samples are shown in Figure 4.8. The upper row shows
the policies learned by the MAB-based algorithm. As the number of samples is limited
after each VSWR change, the MAB-based algorithm fails to adjust to the new optimal
policy due to insufficient exploration of various actions in different learning regions. The
lower row in Figure 4.8 shows the policy learned by the CAB-based algorithm. The reward
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function approximation significantly improves the algorithm’s learning efficiency, and the
new optimal policies are successfully learned at the end of each 5000 samples.
Figure 4.9 shows the cumulative regrets of both the MAB-based and the CAB-based
algorithms through out the whole simulation. The results as shown are averaged over 10
trials. The improved learning efficiency is evident in this cumulative regrets plot. The regrets
of the CAB-based algorithm grow with a much lower rate and the total regrets at the end of
the simulation test is only about 2/3 of that of the MAB-based algorithm.
4.4.4 Control algorithm based on contextual continuum-armed bandit
We can further improve the learning efficiency by leveraging more hardware properties. The
MAB-based and the CAB-based algorithm essentially approximates the power gain under
each Aux PA setting by a constant within each learning region Zm and one optimal action
is chosen for the region. The entire gain curves are, therefore, coarsely approximated by
piecewise constant functions. A better approximation scheme that enables adjustments on
the actions within each learning region has the potential to improve the learned policy.
Approximate the reward function: To both leverage the correlated Aux PA settings and
allow action fine-tuning within each learning region, we propose a function approximation
ĜmCCAB for the power gain in each learning region Zm:









where s ∈ Zm is the input power, a is the Aux PA setting, and km = [km3 , km2 , km1 , km0 ] is the
parameter to be estimated. Under a given input power s0, the ordering relationship among the
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m
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Under each Aux PA setting, the gain is also approximated by a linear function Ĝ(s, a =
a0) = (k
m
3 a0 + k
m
2 )s + k
m
1 a0 + k
m
0 . With this approximated bilinear gain function, our
estimated reward function now measures the difference between the approximated gain and
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the target gain ĝ:
R̂mCCAB(s, a) = − | ĜmCCAB(s, a)− ĝ |
= − | km3 sa+ km2 s+ km1 a+ km0 − ĝ | .
(4.18)
Our new reward function is assumed to depend on an observable state: input power
s. The information contained in the observable state helps the control unit make better
decision. The control unit seeks to learn a policy mapping from the observable states to the
actions that generates the largest rewards. By including the states into the reward function
approximation, we formulate the Aux PA control as a contextual bandit [119, 124, 121, 24].
Hence, the subscription, CCAB, in (4.18) stands for contextual continuum-armed bandit.
Update the reward approximation parameters: The learning procedure of the CCAB-
based algorithm also follows the exploration-exploitation scheme as in the MAB-based
and the CAB-based algorithms. With the proposed bilinear reward function, the step of
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m
1 = 0 .
(4.19)
The maximizer of R̂mCCAB(st, a) is rounded to the nearest valid Aux PA setting bounded by
amin and amax.
During the PA’s operation, we collect data entries in the form of triple tuples containing
the input power, the Aux PA setting, and the corresponding power gain measured at the end
of the feedback control loop: di = (si, ai, gi). Given a set of N data entries in a learning
region Zm, we update the approximation parameter to minimize the Euclidean distance
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The non-linear least square problem (4.21) is upper bounded by the linear least square
problem (4.22) which is much easier to solve. Therefore, the approximation update step is
given by:




(gi − k3siai − k2si − k1ai − k0)2 , (4.23)
where Bm is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer to hold L most recent observed data within
the learning region. The FIFO buffer allows the algorithm to adapt to the time-variant
environment and the buffer length L determines the rate of adaption. Formulating the
function parameter update as solving least square problems has been widely implemented in
previous works on both the continuum-armed bandit [123, 23] and the contextual bandit
[24].
In practice, the above regression step includes a Tikhonov regularizer to increase the
stability and recursive least square (RLS) update is used to improve the computational
efficiency [27]. Compared to the MAB-based algorithm, the CCAB-base algorithm has
additional cost in both computation and memory. The computational complexity is mainly
increased by the least square step. The RLS update with one addition sample avoids matrix
inversion but still has complexity O (N2k ), where Nk = 4 in our case is the number of
parameters to be estimated. The memory requirement is mainly increased by the imple-
mentation of FIFO buffers which whose cost is O (L). The least square problem (4.22) can
also be solved using iterative methods such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Although
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SGD reduces both the computational and memory requirements at each step, it in general
requires more steps to reach a satisfactory result. Therefore, extracting more information
from each sample comes with the cost of addition computation and memory requirements.
This trade-off ought to be considered when designing PA systems for different applications.
The CCAB-based linear gain control is summarized in Algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.3 Linear gain control algorithm based on contextual continuum-armed bandit
Divided the high input power region into M learning regions
Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZM .
Define the reward approximation function in each region as:
RmCCAB(s, a) = − | km3 sa+ km2 s+ km1 a+ km0 − ĝ |.
In each region, initialize the reward model’s parameters km.
Set up one FIFO buffer Bm of length L in each learning region.
Obtain the target gain value ĝ.
For each time t:
Observe an input with power st that falls into one of the regions Zt = Zm.












Randomly choose an action at 6= a∗.
Apply action at and observe gain gt.
Add dt = (st, at, gt) into FIFO buffer Bm.
Remove the earliest data in Bm if the length of Bm is larger than L.
Update model parameters using regression:




(gi − k3siai − k2si − k1ai − k0)2.
Testing and results: To demonstrate the improved learning efficiency of the CCAB-
based control algorithm, we compare its performance with the MAB-based algorithm’s in a
simulated time-variant environment. The simulation settings are similar to the ones used
for the MAB-based algorithm described in Section 4.4.2. Several changes are introduced in
this test. The length of each FIFO buffer Bm is set to be 50. The number of samples after
each VSWR angle increment is set to 5,000, which is significantly fewer than the number
of samples used in the testing for the MAB-based algorithm. This reduction is introduced
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to show the improved learning efficiency of the CCAB-based algorithm. The same set of
samples are used for the two algorithms during each trial.
The results after each 5,000 samples are shown in Figure 4.10. The upper row shows
the policies learned by the MAB-based algorithm. As the number of samples is largely
reduced after each VSWR change, the MAB-based algorithm fails to adjust to the new
optimal policy due to insufficient exploration of various actions in different learning regions.
The lower row in Figure 4.10 shows the policy learned by the CCAB-based algorithm. The
reward approximation function significantly improves the algorithm’s learning efficiency,
and the new optimal policies are successfully learned by the end of each 5000 samples. The
improved learning efficiency is also evident in the cumulative regrets plot in Figure 4.11.
The cumulative regrets as shown are averaged over 10 trials. The regrets of the CCAB-based
algorithm grow with a much lower rate and the total regrets at the end of the simulation test
is only about 1/3 of that of the MAB-based algorithm.
4.4.5 Control algorithm based on the actor-critic framework
The CCAB-based control algorithm applies function approximation to the rewards within
each learning region and exploits the correlation among actions. However, there is no
relationship assumed cross different learning regions, and the learning processes within
each region are independent. As suggested in Figure 4.3.a, the gain curve under each
Aux PA control setting is smooth and has a clear ordering structure. The desired policy
gradually increases the Aux PA setting as the input power goes up. In other words, if the
input power of region Zmid is between the input power of region Z low and Zhigh, then
the control parameters a of each region should also satisfy alow ≤ amid ≤ ahigh. We can,
therefore, infer the optimal action of a learning region before exploring its actions as long
as its neighborhood is well explored. In this way, the learning efficiency can be further
improved.
Policy function: To exploit the relationship among the learning regions, we construct a
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piecewise linear policy function:
Πc0,c1(s) = max (min(c1s+ c0, amax), amin) . (4.24)
A policy function is a mapping from states (input power) to actions (Aux PA settings).
The output of the function is continuous which will be rounded to the nearest integer as a
valid Aux PA setting: a∗ = bΠc(s)e. The policy function has two parameters: c0 and c1,
where c1 controls how fast the Aux PA control parameter increases with the input power,
and c0 controls the positions of the upper and lower saturation points. One example of the
policy function is plotted in Figure 4.12. The blue lines in the plot correspond to the policy
shown earlier in Figure 4.3. This policy can be approximated by the piecewise linear policy
function shown as the red dashed line.
Policy gradient: With the policy function defined in (4.24), learning the optimal policy
is equivalent of searching for the policy parameter c = [c0, c1] that leads to the highest
expected reward. By combining the policy function with the reward function approximation
in (4.18), we can write the following equation as the approximated expected reward of a

















where 1Zm(s) is the indicator function that shows which learning region the input power
s falls into, and the expectation is taken over the input power which is assumed to follow
some distribution. This expected reward if controlled by two sets of parameters: the bilinear
reward function parameter k and the policy parameter c. Given the current estimation of the
reward function, we can maximize the reward by applying gradient ascent on c. The gradient
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of the expected reward (4.25) with respect to the policy parameters can be calculated as:
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Evaluating the exact gradients in (4.29, 4.30) is inapplicable when the PA is under
operation. Hence, we apply the stochastic gradient (SG) ascent [125] algorithm with the
gradient estimation given by (4.27, 4.28). Specifically, at each time step t with the input






where β is the SG step size. In practice, running the vanilla SG algorithm on the policy
function defined in (4.24) may encounter the gradient diminishing problem in the two
saturation regions of the policy function. This problem can be solved by specifying a
polygonal feasible region for c and projecting the updated c onto this feasible region after
each SG update, a method known as the projected gradient ascent [126, 127, 128]. Updating
policy based on forming gradients with respect to the policy parameters is known as the
policy gradient method [129, 130] in the reinforcement learning literature.
As we update the policy parameters based on the estimated reward function, it is crucial
for our reward function to closely approximate the true rewards. The update for the reward
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function parameter k stays the same as described in Section 4.4.4: One FIFO buffer Bm is
constructed for each learning region to store observed input power, Aux PA setting, and the
corresponding power gain. km is updated by running regression on all the data points in
Bm.
Actor-Critc: In this new algorithm, we have two parameterized function approximations,
one for the policy and one for the reward. This approach is known as the actor-critic (AC)
framework in reinforcement learning [131, 132, 133]. The actor, which is the policy function,
selects actions based on the policy parameters c. The critic, which is the reward function,
seeks to closely approximate the rewards generated by these actions. Based on the estimated
reward function, critic provides feedback to the actor on how to improve the actions in order
to increase rewards. In our case, the feedback is in the form of policy gradient. During
the whole learning process, the critic and the actor are updated alternatively to improve
reward function approximation and the policy function respectively. The bilinear reward
function approximation in each learning region can be viewed as an individual critic. Cross
all learning region, these critics work together to improve the policy function. Here, we
approximate the complex-shaped overall rewards by multiple simple bilinear models. The
policy function can also be viewed as a regularizer on all the local critics, which improves
the consistency of the overall policy.
Similar to the other control algorithms we have discussed so far, the AC-based algorithm
follows the exploration-exploitation scheme. At each time t, the reward function (critic)
parameter k is updated. The policy function (actor) parameter c, on the other hand, is
only updated when exploitation is activated. The AC-based algorithm converges under
time-invariant settings. Notice that the update of the reward function parameter k does not
depend on the policy parameter c. As t → ∞ and L → ∞, k converges because of the
linear regression update. As k converges, c converges under the standard SG convergence
conditions [25, 125].
Experience replay: The actor update step performs gradient ascent on the policy func-
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tion. Although the computational cost of the update is low, a large number of SG steps may
be needed for the policy function to improve. When there is only one SG step within each
learning step, it can take a long time to learn the optimal policy. One way to improve the
learning rate is to perform more SG updates within some of the learning steps. For example,
we can perform one step policy update for the majority of the time. Then every Te time
period, we update the policy function to be the optimal with respect to the current reward
function estimation. Since we already have the previous input power stored in the FIFO








|km3 siΠc(si) + km2 si + km1 Πc(si) + km0 − ĝ | , (4.32)
where NB is the total number of samples stored in the buffers. We update the policy
parameter to the maximizer of this approximated expected reward:
cER = arg min
c
R̂ER(c). (4.33)
The optimization problem is solved by running the projected gradient ascent algorithm. This
update step re-uses the historical data stored in the buffer. This learning method is known as
“experience replay” (ER) in the reinforcement learning literature [134, 135, 136].
An alternative way to perform ER is to enforce the policy function to match the best
actions suggested by the current reward function estimation. Given reward function parame-
ters k, the optimal action under state s is given by (4.19). Therefore, we first calculate the
optimal action corresponding to each input power stored in the buffer, and then regress the













This optimization problem is also solved using the projected gradient descent algorithm. In
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practice, we observe that the two ER methods have similar performance. When the number
of samples in the buffers is large, we randomly sample a mini-batch to evaluate the gradient
at each SG step. The policy function parameter c before the ER update is used as the starting
point of the optimization problem. As the critic update is essentially the same as in the
CAAB-based algorithm, the main contributor to the additional computational complexity is
the ER step which contains internal iterations. The AC-based algorithm with experience
replay is summarized in Algorithm 4.4.
Testing and results: We demonstrate the further improved learning efficiency of the AC-
based control algorithm by comparing its performance with the CCAB-based algorithm’s
in a simulated time-variant environment. The simulation settings are similar to the ones in
the two aforementioned tests. The length of each FIFO buffer Bm is set to be 50 for both
algorithms. To show the improvement in the learning efficiency distinctly, we further reduce
the number of samples after each VSWR angle increment to 1,500. The exploration rate is
reduced from 10% as in the previous tests to 5%. The step size for the actor update is set to
be 0.05 and the experience replay is performed every 10 samples.
The results after each 1,500 samples are shown in Figure 4.13. The upper row shows the
policies learned by the CCAB-based algorithm. As the number of samples after each VSWR
change is further reduced, the CCAB-based algorithm struggles to adjust to the new optimal
policy. Although the optimal actions are learned in the well-explored learning regions, the
inferior action choices in the other regions lead to an inconsistent policy overall. The lower
row in Figure 4.13 shows the policy learned by the AC-based algorithm. The piecewise
linear policy function acts as a regularizer and significantly improves the consistency of the
policy. The new optimal policies are successfully learned by the end of each 1,500 samples.
Therefore, by imposing a policy function that leverages the correlation among learning
regions, the AC-based control improves the learning efficiency. Figure 4.14 quantifies this
improvement on the cumulative regrets plot which averages the results over 10 trials. As the
simulation test progresses, the regrets of the AC-based algorithm grows with a lower rate.
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Algorithm 4.4 Linear gain control algorithm based on the actor-critic framework with
experience replay
Set up ACTOR
Initialize the parameters c0, c1 of the policy function:
Πc(s) = max (min(c1s+ c0, amax), amin).
Set stochastic gradient ascent step size β.
Set up CRITIC
Divided the high input power region into M learning
regions Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZM .
Define the reward function in each learning region as:
R̂mAC(s, c) = − | km3 sΠc(s) + km2 s+ km1 Πc(s) + km0 − ĝ |.
In each region, initialize the reward model’s parameters km.
Set up one FIFO buffer of length L in each learning region.
Obtain the target gain value ĝ.
Set experience replay interval time Te.
For each time t:
Observe an input with power st that falls into one of the regions Zt = Zm.
Calculate the action suggested by the ACTOR:
a∗ = bΠc(st)e.




Randomly choose an action at 6= a∗.
Apply action at and observe gain gt.
Update CRITIC:
Add dt = (st, at, gt) into FIFO buffer Bm.
Remove the earliest data in Bm if the length of Bm is larger than L.
Update model parameters using regression:




(gi − k3siai − k2si − k1ai − k0)2.
Update ACTOR if at == a∗:



























We have proposed 4 PA control algorithms for the Doherty PA to achieve extended linear
gain region while maintaining high PAE. The Aux PA settings are dynamically adjusted
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based on the input power. The MAB-based algorithm divides the whole input power range
into several learning regions and learns one best action for each region. Learning efficiency
can be significantly improved by incorporating the prior knowledge about the PA. The
CAB-based algorithm leverages the correlations among the Aux PA settings. Built upon
the CAB-based algorithm, the CCAB-based algorithm approximates the reward function
by a bilinear model to allow more flexible control policies within learning regions. Policy
function further leverages the correlations among these learning regions and improves the
consistency of the overall policy. In general, there is a trade-off between the learning
efficiency and the computational/memory complexity. This trade-off ought to be considered
when designing PA systems for different applications.
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison between the CAB-based control (Algorithm 4.2) and
the MAB-based control (Algorithm 4.1) in a simulated time-variant environment. The angle
of the VSWR is rotated in the order of 90, 180, 270, and 360 degrees. 5,000 samples are
sent to the system after each rotation. The learned policies after every 5,000 samples are
plotted in (a)-(d), with the one learned by the MAB-based algorithm on the top and the one
learned by the CAB-based algorithm at the bottom.
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative regrets of the CAB-based (Algorithm 4.2) control algorithm in the
time-variant simulation test. The test setting is the same as in Figure 4.8. The result shown
is averaged over 10 trials. The regrets of the MAB-based (Algorithm 4.1) control algorithm
is also plotted as a comparison.
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison between the CCAB-based control and the MAB-based
control in a simulated time-variant environment. The angle of the VSWR is rotated in the
order of 90, 180, 270, and 360 degrees. 5,000 samples are sent to the system after each
rotation. The learned policies after every 5,000 samples are plotted in (a)-(d), with the one
learned by the MAB-based algorithm on the top and the one learned by the CCAB-based
algorithm at the bottom.
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative regrets of the CCAB-based control algorithm in the time-variant
simulation test. The test settings are the same as in Figure 4.10. The result shown is
averaged over 10 trials. The regrets of the MAB-based control algorithm are also plotted as
a comparison.
















Figure 4.12: Policy function plot. The blue lines correspond to the policy in Figure 4.3. The
red dashed line shows the approximation of this policy using the piecewise linear policy
function defined in (4.24).
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results of the AC-based control algorithm in a time-variant envi-
ronment. The angle of the VSWR is rotated in the order of 90, 180, 270, and 360 degrees.
1,500 samples are sent to the system after each rotation. The learned policies after every
1,500 samples are plotted in (a)-(d), with the one learned by the CCAB-based algorithm on
the top and the one learned by the AC-based algorithm at the bottom.
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Figure 4.14: Cumulative regrets of the AC-based control algorithm in the time-variant
simulation test. The test setting are the same as in Figure 4.13. The result shown is





We have finished our discussions about the three aims we proposed at the beginning of this
thesis. For the first aim, to design data-driven signal processing algorithms which require
fewer measurements taken from the sensor front-end, we developed a compressive sensing
recovery algorithm. We used a GAN with structured latent variable space to capture the
prior information of the signals. The recovery algorithm follows the ADMM optimization
steps, with one sub-routine being accelerated by another neural network. We achieved fast
recovery speed and high recovery quality based on fewer compressed measurements.
For the second aim, to develop algorithm-hardware co-design techniques for hardware
that performs specific machine learning tasks, we proposed a motion gesture recognition
algorithm which works directly with video frames captured using compressive sensing
techniques. The motion parameters are estimated in the compressed domain, and the
estimation algorithm is implemented in the mixed-signal circuits. We also improved the
computational and memory efficiency of existing gesture classifiers.
For the third aim, to design adaptive hardware control algorithms, we developed multiple
Doherty PA control algorithms based on the bandit frameworks. By incorporating the
prior information about the Doherty PA’s characteristics into our algorithm design, we
improved learning efficiency and enabled robust adaptive operations of the PA in time-
variant environments.
By the time of writing this thesis, there are still some open questions to our interest.
First, the bandit framework in the PA control project assumes the PA to have no memory
effect. The control scheme becomes much more complicated when the memory effect is
considered. In that case, a good direction of research is to explore reinforcement learning
algorithms based on MDP.
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Furthermore, the actor-critic-based control algorithm poses an interesting theoretical
question. We can abstract the following setting from our PA control application: Given
a sequence of K bandits B1,B2, . . . ,BK , at each step a randomly chosen bandit Bk is
presented in front of the player. The player knows the index of the bandit and each bandit
has the equal probability of being selected. We further assume that the optimal action of
each bandit a∗(k) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the index k. Then the theoretical
question we would like to answer is what the player’s optimal policy is and what the regrets
bound is.
As research areas such as machine learning, compressive sensing, IoT, and 5G telecom-
munication continue to attract much attention, we believe the interdisciplinary developments
among these fields will relate machine learning to the hardware’s performance improvement
tighter then ever before.
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